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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of th is  th esis  i s  to present a comprehensive 
review of pneumoconiosis of coal-miners in  Scotland at the 
present time. As w ill appear in  the h isto r ica l review, much 
of the early investigation  into the subject of occupational 
diseases of the lungs in  coal-miners was carried out in  Scotland 
during the nineteenth century and was extensively discussed in  
contributions to medical journals at that time. Since then, 
however, information on the occurrence of pneumoconiosis in  
coal-miners in  the B ritish  C oalfields has been scanty and in ­
complete in  areas other than South Wales where, owing to the 
great prevalence of pulmonary d isa b ility  in  co lliery  workers, 
considerable research into the various aspects of the disease 
has been carried out in  recent years. These investigations  
have been undertaken by the Medical Research Council, patho­
log ica l departments in  South Wales and members of the S ilic o s is  
Medical Boards as well as by others in terested  in  the problem.
I t was th is  lack of recorded information about the disease 
in  the Scottish Coalfields which prompted the present study, 
the basis of which is  data derived from the records of the 
Pneumoconiosis Medical Panel (previously the Medical Board for 
S ilic o s is  and Asbestosis) covering that area. The records 
were compiled from examinations of persons claiming benefit in  
Respect of d isa b ility  due to  pneumoconiosis contracted in  coal-
mines. The cases, which are the subject of study, are
men examined during the six  years 1944-1949.
The work has been completed by me during the la s t  four 
years while I have been a fu ll-tim e member of the Pneumo­
coniosis Medical Panel for the Scottish  area. Previous to  
that I was similarly engaged in  the South Wales area at the 
Swansea centre.
It w ill be noted that in  the discussion of the age d is­
tribution of pneumoconiosis the age groups selected  are speci­
fied  as 31-40, 41-50 and so on as opposed to the age grouping 
normally employed by the Registrar-General in  o f f ic ia l  Reports. 
This choice of age groups i s  not made because of any inherent 
advantage but merely because these groupings are used by various 
authors, (e .g .)  Fletcher (1948), McVittie (1949) and Jenkins 
(1949) in  regard to  South Wales, and with whose findings com­
parison may be required.
this
It i s  not claimed th at/in vestigation  represents a complete 
or exhaustive survey of coal-miners1 pneumoconiosis in  Scotland, 
for th is  i s  not possible by an individual in  such a complex and 
many-sided problem involving engineering, socio log ica l, economic 
and medical considerations. Rather i t  i s  >put forward as a 
beginning to indicate the nature of the problem of pneumoconios­
i s  of coal-miners in  the Scottish  Coalfields as revealed by 
applications and certifica tio n s in  respect of the disease. Even
so, i t  i s  hoped that i t  w ill provide a body of authoritative  
facts concerning the general problem of the disease in  another 
area besides South Wales.
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IIST0BIG1L REVIEW
I t  i s  not intended here to  present a d e ta iled  review 
of the l i t e r a tu r e  on chronic pulmonary diseases in  coal­
miners, but ra the r  to  emphasise the important contributions 
to the subject, which have been made by Scottish  physicians 
and surgeons*
Commencing with Hippocrates medical w rite rs  have freq ­
uently recorded th a t  miners as a c lass  are p ecu lia r ly  l ia b le  
to suffer from chest d iseases. In  the main these allusion®  
are in d e f in ite  and probably re la te  to  workmen <m \ o<l in  
metal mines (C o llis , 1915). Early in  the 19th century, how­
ever, French pathologists  d irec ted  a t te n t io n  to  black d is ­
colouration of the lungs observed at necropsy and to  th is  
they attached the name melanosis of the lungs. Among them 
considerable discussion arose as to  the o rig in  of th i s  pig­
mentation and various hypothesis were advanced. No spec if ic  
mention of work in  coal-mines as a possible cause of some 
eases was made u n til Dr.J.C.Gregory of Edinburgh (1881) pub­
lished a paper e n t i t le d ,  1 Case of pecu liar Black I n f i l t r a t i o n  
of the whole Lungs resembling Melanosis”.
Gregory wrote; "X am inclined to  publish the following 
case, partly  because I have not h i th e r to  met with the record 
of any other sim ilar affection; and p a r tly  with the view of
calling  the attention of those practitioners who reside in  
the v ic in ity  of the great coal-mines, and who may have 
charge of the health of the miners, to  the existence of a 
disease, to which that numerous class of the community would 
appear to be particularly exposed". He then described the 
case of a man, John Hogg, who, after serving as a regular 
sold ier, worked for ten or twelve years in  c o ll ie r ie s  in  the 
Dalkeith d is tr ic t . This man had been unable to work for 
about sixteen months before admission to hospital on account 
of chest symptoms.' His condition gradually deteriorated and 
after several weeks in  hospital death resulted from progressive 
heart fa ilu re .
A post-mortem examination was carried out and following 
a detailed description of the appearances observed in  the 
lungs, Gregory discussed ?/hether the pathological condition 
observed should be considered as "a case of in f iltr a t io n  of 
the substance of the lungs by the peculiar matter of melanosis? 
- or whether the black colour of those organs depended mainly 
upon the habitual inhalation of a quantity of the coal dust 
with which the atmosphere of a coal-mine must be constantly 
charged, and which remaining unabsorbed and acting as a foreign  
body, had led ultim ately to  disintegration  of the pulmonary 
tissue? - in  lik e manner as one form of phthisis is  found to
be particularly prevalent among those who by th eir  occupations 
are most exposed to the inhalation of small ir r ita t in g  p artic les  
such as stone cutters, m illers and needle grinders". He con­
cluded that the second interpretation was the more probable, 
( i . e . )  that the pigmentation resulted from the inhalation of 
coal dust. Washings of the lungs were examined by Dr.Christiscn 
who found that the black matter d iffered greatly  in  i t s  chemical 
composition from the matter of melanosis,and indicated that the 
black pigment was probably coal.
Three years la ter  Dr .William Marshall (1833) of Cambuslang, 
near Glasgow, recorded the cases of three miners aged 58, 62 and 
57, who had been employed in  c o ll ie r ie s  since boyhood, and who 
suffered from chest symptoms which they themselves attributed  
to bad air in  the mines. During the la tte r  part of their i l l ­
ness the f ir s t  two had expectorated black sputum. Necropsy 
was performed in  a l l  three cases, and reference was made also  
to two others seen in  1825 and 1827 who showed sim ilar symptoms 
during l i f e  but in  which no post-mortem examination was carried 
out. Marshall described four pathological stages and expressed 
the opinion that the disease in  c o ll ie r ie s  was caused by the in­
halation of fine coal dust and i t s  deposition in  the lungs, 
especia lly  i f  the bronchial tubes or the lungs were previously 
diseased. He suggested that hard dry seams with much pick 
work favoured the development of the disease and f e l t  that
there was an individual predisposition.
A le tte r  c r it ic a l  of Dr.Marshall1s observations appeared 
in  the Lancet from Matthew Gibson, surgeon of Govan Haugh, 
Glasgow (1833) vdio considered that Marshall* s cases were "pure 
simple, everyday phthisis". Gibson also averred that black 
expectoration was not a disease but,on the contrary,very common 
in  coal-miners. In support of th is  he cited  two cases of coal­
miners who, although they had no chest symptoms during l i f e  
showed similar appearances of the lungs' at necropsy following  
accidental death,and a third case of a miner seventy years of 
age who expectorated black matter when he had influenza but 
otherwise gave no indication of the symptoms described by 
Marshall.
Mr.Thomas Graham, Lecturer in  Chemistry, Anderson* s In­
stitu tio n , Glasgow (1834), and Dr.William Craig (1834) after  
examination of specimens of lungs sent to them supported the 
view that the condition found in  the lungs resulted from the 
inhalation of foreign matter. Craig further stated,"I believe  
that in  a l l  extreme cases which have occurred in  c o llie r s  and 
moulders there must have existed some previous disease of the 
lungs which prevented the foreign substance from being thrown 
o ff -  May not a tuberculous or excavated sta te of the lung 
favour the retention of black matter? — I t  i s  only in  the case 
of c o ll ie r s , moulders or others who inhale large quantities of
black matter that the lungs are rendered perfectly  so lid ”.
Interesting contributions by Dr.William Thomson of Edin­
burgh (1837,1838) appeared in  the Medico -Chirurgical Tran­
sactions, London. In these are described a number of fa ta l  
pulmonary cases from Scottish coal-mines and, in  addition, 
the views of doctors practising in  various coal-mining lo ca l­
i t i e s ,  which had been obtained as the resu lt of a questionnaire 
prepared by his father, John Thomson. Reports, including 
necropsy findings, are given of nine Scottish  coal-miners who 
had shown symptoms of pulmonary affection  during life ,an d  of 
six  other cases with no d efin ite  symptoms, as w ell as some cases 
with "black spit" during l i f e ,  but in  whom no post-mortem exam­
ination had been performed. The replies from the doctors in ­
dicated that pulmonary consumption and black sp it were very 
common among persons employed in  coal-mines. The opinion 
seemed to  be that lung disease was more common in  those engaged 
in stone work in the coal-mines particularly when gunpowder was 
employed for b lasting.
Although Thomson1s contribution appeared in  1837, i t  is  
apparent that his in terest in  the subject had been aroused in  
1824 when he had seen a specimen of lung removed from the body 
of a man at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. The occupation of th is  
particular case was not given. Then in  1826 he and his brother 
Allen Thomson carried out a post-mortem examination on a miner
( 6 )
from Tranent. Thomsons a r tic le  i s  probably the e a r lie s t  
example of a survey into the question of pulmonary disease
' * i
among c oal-miner s •
Thomas Stratton (1838) recorded the c lin ic a l h istory and 
necropsy findings in  a coal-miner and suggested the name 
"anthracosis" for the condition of the lungs resu lting from 
the inhalation of coal dust.
Evidence was given by medical witnesses to  the Commission 
on Mines in  1842 to the e ffec t that "Spurious Melanosis” or 
"Black Spit" was fa ir ly  prevalent among workers in  Scottish  
coal-mines at that time. As a resu lt of the investigations  
of th is  Commission Lord Ashley introduced a B il l  in  1842, one 
of the main objects of which was improvement of working con­
ditions in  coal-mines. MacKellar (1845) dealing with lung 
disease in  coal-miners regretted" that h is Lordship did not 
embody in  his measure provisions enforcing the free v en tila tion  
of mines under government inspection for nothing would tend 
more to improve the health of those employed in  them”.
Further Scottish  contributions to  the literatu re were 
made by Calder (1851), J.B.Thomson (1858) and Sanders (1864). 
Warburton Begbie (1866) wrote that "the disease now threatens 
to become rare in  i t s  occurrence; there are indeed indications 
of i t s  happily altogether disappearing”, while Dr.William 
Sneddon of Beith (1875) expressed a sim ilar opinion. They
( 7 )
were supported in  th is  view by Dr.W.T. (la ter  Sir William) 
Gairdner (1876), Professor of Medicine at Glasgow University  
who, speaking at the Forty-Fourth .annual Meeting of the 
B ritish  Medical Association at Sheffield , said that he had 
been unable to obtain su ffic ien t information on the subject 
and th is  he ascribed to the fact that th is  special form of 
pathological lesion  had so much diminished of la te  years, in  
consequence of improved sanitary precautions, as tq be almost 
quite extinct*
It  i s  apparent from the foregoing that occupational pul­
monary disease of coal-miners was prevalent in  the Scottish  
Coalfields in  the f ir s t  half of the nineteenth century. The 
disease was variously designated Spurious Melanosis, Phthisis 
Melanotica, Black Phthisis, Black Spit, Anthracosis, Coal- 
Miners* Phthisis and Carbonaceous Lungs and attributed by 
different authors to the inhalation of soot, lamp black, gun­
powder or coal dust* Following the improved working conditions 
in  the coal-mines after Lord Ashley’ s B ill  of 1842 the disease 
would seem to have become much less  common.
This diminished prevalence of the disease among coal­
miners throughout Great Britain was apparently su ffic ien tly  
remarkable as to warrant record by such acknowledged experts 
as Oliver (1908), Shufflebotham (1914) and C ollis (1915).
Since about 1930, however, pneumoconiosis of coal-miners 
has constituted a major medical and socia l problem in Great 
Britain, particularly in  South Wales, from which area 
p ractica lly  a ll  the recent literature on the subject in  this  
country has emanated. The only contribution on recent ex­
perience of the disease in  Scotland would seem to be the arti 
cle by Dr.Moore Hall (1937) of Shotts, Lanarkshire, in  which 
he discussed chronic pulmonary disease in  a series of s ix ty -  
four coal-miners observed by him in  th is  area.
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SCOTTISH COALFIELDS 
It i s  now generally accepted that pneumoconiosis in  coal­
miners i s  due to the inhalation of respirable airborne dust 
arising from the various processes of development, winning of 
coal, repairing, conveying and the handling of coal and related  
minerals, whether these operations are carried out underground 
or on the surface• This mine dust is  a highly complex mixture 
of minerals derived from the disintegration of the coal i t s e l f  
and the strata in  which i t  occurs. As these minerals are not 
uniform in  composition throughout the coal-measures of Great 
Britain the miners in  d ifferent areas and even in  individual 
coal-p its are exposed to the inhalation of dust of varying 
composition. This fact in  i t s e l f  may have an important bearing 
on the incidence and type of pneumoconiosis, both in  the in ­
dividual workman and in  the group, and in  individual c o ll ie r ie s  
and co a lfie ld s . As these matters so far as they appertain to 
the Scottish coa lfie ld s are the subject of study and discussion  
in  th is th esis  i t  i s  necessary at th is stage to  present a b rief 
general description of the geographical and geological features 
of the area. The fac ts , in  the main, have been derived from 
the Report of the Scottish Coalfields Committee (1944).
Practically a l l  the workable coals in  Scotland occur in  the 
Carboniferous Formation within an area known as the Midland
d o )
Valley (Central Scotland) and in  the Sanquhar-Kirkconnel Basin 
in  Dumfriesshire. In addition small areas of workable coals 
are found at Machrihanish, in  the Canonbie d is tr ic t  on the Sol­
way Firth, and at Brora in  Sutherland shire, but as no cases of 
pneumoconiosis from these iso la ted  areas have arisen in  the 
present series they can be dismissed from further consideration.
For the present purpose the coa lfie ld s of Scotland have 
been grouped into certain  broad divisions s lig h tly  modified from 
the Coalfields Report. These d ivisions are as follows and the 
le tte r s  accorded to  them and to  the sub-divisions la ter  defined 
w ill be used in  a ll  subsequent references.
A. The Central Coalfield - comprising the broad Lanarkshire
Basin, the Douglas Valley Coalfield and the North-
East S tirlingsh ire C oalfield .
B. The Fife and Clackmannan C oalfield .
C. The Lothians Coalfield - Mid and East Lothian.
D. The Ayrshire Coalfield -  including the Sanquhar-
Kirkconnel Basin in  Dumfriesshire.
These four main divisions,and th eir  subdivisions into  
d istr ic ts  referred to  below have been so defined as they are 
natural geographical units of reasonable size and conform c lose ly  
to the arrangement in  the Scottish  Coalfields Report. The 
coalfie ld s and their subdivision in to  areas are as now described 
and illu stra ted  by the accompanying maps which have been ex-
( 11)
traeted from the Coalfields Report, A ll boundaries and symbols 
as used by us are inscribed in  red ink*
(Map overleaf)
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k .  THE CENTRAL COALFIELD 
This includes a l l  the coal workings in  Lanarkshire, Renfrew­
shire, Dunbartonshire and S tirlingsh ire with the resources of 
West Lothian and the west part of Midlothian. The main part 
of th is  coal area extends from Barrhead near Glasgow in  the 
west to Bathgate and Wilsontown in  the east, and from S tir lin g ­
shire in  the north to Auchenheath in  the south*
In the Coalfields Report the N .E .Stirlingshire co a lfie ld  
i s  separately designated, but as i t  appears to  represent an ex­
tension of the Lanarkshire basin and as persons employed in  
c o llie r ie s  in  the neighbourhood of the arbitrary dividing lin e  
through Bonnybridge and Falkirk would be d if f ic u lt  to  place 
sa tis fa c to r ily , i t  has been included here in  the Central Coal­
f ie ld .
The Douglas Coalfield i s  separate lying in  South Lanarkshire 
to the south of Lesmahagow and comprises the coal measures in  
the region of Douglas, Douglas Water and Coalburn.
For the purpose of th is  survey the Central Coalfield has 
been further sub-divided into four areas as follow s.
A 1. The Northern Part covering the following d is tr ic ts  -  
Cadder, Chryston, K ilsyth, Twechar, Falkirk,Denny, 
Larbert, S tir lin g , Bannockburn and Bofness.
( 13)
A 2. The Central Lanarkshire area - Airdrie, Coatbridge, 
B e llsh ill ,  Cambuslang, Uddingston, Hamilton, 
Motherwell and Wishaw,and Larkhall d is tr ic ts  - 
and the Douglas d is tr ic t .
A 3. Shotts and Wilsontown area.
1 4 .  West Lothian (and West Midlothian) area - Bathgate, 
Armadale, and Whitburn d is tr ic ts .
(Maps overleaf)
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B. FIFE AMD CIACKMfiMM COALFIELD 
As the name implies th is  covers the coal workings in  F ife  
and Clackmannan and may he conveniently divided into three 
areas*
B 1. Clackmannan and West Fife -  Clackmannan, Comrie and 
V alleyfield  d is tr ic ts .
B 2. Central F ife -  Dunfermline, Cowdenbeath and Lochgelly 
d is tr ic ts .
B 3. East F ife -  Kirkcaldy, Thornton, Wemyss and Leven 
d is tr ic ts .
(Map overleaf)
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C. LOTHIMS COALFIELD 
This i s  contained in  Midlothian and East Lothian stretch­
ing inland from the south shore of the Firth of Forth and may 
be regarded as consisting of two roughly p ara lle l basins or 
troughs.
. C 1- Midlothian - th is  i s  the deeper comprising the
Musselburgh-Dalkeith and Roslin-Loanhead d is­
tr ic t s .
G 2. East Lothian (including the extreme east of Mid­
loth ian). This basin i s  much shallower and i s  
based on Prestonpans, Tranent and Ormiston d is ­
t r ic t s .
(Map overleaf)
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D. AYRSHIRE AID DUMFRIESSHIRE COALFIELD
Two areas may be defined in  th is  co a lfie ld .
D 1. Central Ayrshire -  the larger and economically the 
more important. I t  covers the coal workings 
in  Mauchline, Cumnock, lew Cumnock, Annbank and 
Dalmellington d is tr ic ts .
D 2. Other Ayrshire coal workings -  comprising North 
Ayrshire (Dreghorn and Kilmarnock d is t r ic t s ) ,  
South Ayrshire (D ailly d is tr ic t)  and Dumfries­
shire (Kirkconnel and Sanquhar d is tr ic t s ) .  These 
l i e  in  d ifferent d irections on the periphery of 
the Central Ayrshire area and are included in  
one area as individually they do not employ a 
su ffic ien t number of workers to provide units  
of reasonable size  for analysis.
(Map overleaf)
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CHAPTER III
BRIEF GEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF SCOTTISH COALFIELDS
As already stated a l l  the workable coals in  the C oalfields 
under discussion occur in  the Carboniferous Formation, the sub­
divisions of which from the surface lev e l downwards are as 
follow s:-
1. Coal Measures
2. Millstone Grit
3. Carboniferous Limestone Series Upper Limestone Group
Limestone Coal Group 
Lower Limestone Group
The valuable seams of coal occur in  the Productive Coal Measures 
and in  the Limestone Coal Group.
Some of the coa lfie ld s and areas contain both series of 
coal-bearing rocks• The major coa lfie ld s are in  the form of 
’broad basins underlain or flanked by older barren rocks’ .
This results from the folding to which the carboniferous rocks 
have been subjected as a result of erustal movements and of the 
denudation which has taken place, subsequently. As a consequence 
the general d istribution  of the coal measures in  the major coal­
f ie ld s  i s  as shown diagrammatieally.
(Diagram overleaf)
Barren red measures 
Productive coal measures
ft
dlAmtlM
ATIC 
REPRESENTATION 
OF 
COAL 
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la  areas where both Productive Coal Measures and the 
Limestone Coal Group are present i t  i s  necessary to sink 
shafts through the Productive Coal Measures and M illstone Grit, 
to reach the coals in  the Carboniferous Limestone Series. In 
areas inhere the Coal Measures have been removed by erosion only 
the Limestone Coal Group coals are present. Thus i t  i s  
apparent that in  some d is tr ic ts  the workable seams l i e  at 
shallow depths while in  other areas much greater depths have 
to  be attained.
There i s  a marked variation in  the number and thickness of 
workable seams in  d ifferent d is tr ic ts  both in  the Productive 
Coal Measures and Limestone Coal Group, (e .g .)  the Central 
Lanarkshire area i s  very deficient in  seams of economic im­
portance in  the Limestone Coal Group. This fa c t, together 
with the fact that the coal-working s in  the ea sily  accessible  
Productive Coal Measures, which was one of the main factors 
leading to the early and extensive development of th is  area 
of the Central Coalfield, are now rapidly becoming exhausted, 
helps to  explain the decline of coal-mining which has taken 
place in  th is  area during the past twenty to  th irty  years.
I t  might be assumed from the terms Productive Coal Measures 
and Limestone Coal Group that some sign ificant geological d iffer ­
ences in  rock formation would be encountered in  extracting coal 
from these measures. However, according to Dr.Murray Macgregor
( 19 )
(personal communication), an authority on the geology of the 
Scottish Coalfield, th is i s  not so. I t  would appear that 
the term Limestone Series i s  rather a misnomer as th is  i s  not 
really  a limestone formation hut i s  largely composed of sand­
stones as well as non-siliceous rocks. Consequently i f  com­
parable areas of reasonable size from the Productive Coal 
Measures and the Limestone Coal Group are taken, the mineral 
constitution of the rock formation i s  practica lly  the same in  
each case, that i s ,  roughly the same proportions of sandstones, 
shales, coals and other minerals are present. This being so 
workmen engaged in  a l l  these areas are exposed to the inhalation  
of airborne dust clouds which do not vary substantially in  the 
quality of their mineral content.
Locally i t  may happen that in  certain areas of lim ited ex­
tent more stone may be encountered from the thinness of the 
coal seams necessitating brushing of the roof or pavement, or 
from fau lts requiring more mine driving to  follow  the seams of 
coal. These factors might well create loca l d ifferences in  
the quality of the dust to which workmen are exposed but, as has 
been indicated, there does not seem to be any sign ifican t d iffe r ­
ence in  rock formation in  the different coal-bearing measures 
to account for any varied incidence of pneumoconiosis. This 
question w ill be considered in  a la ter section.
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CHAPTER IV
■ LEGISLATION IN REGARD TO PNEUMOCONIOSIS OF COAL-MIMERS
Although, as appears in  the h isto r ica l survey, pulmonary 
disease arising from the inhalation of dust has long been re­
cognized as a cause of morbidity and m ortality among coal­
miners i t  was not u n til 1928 that the disease was recognized 
for the purposes of compensation under the Workmen1 s Compensation 
Acts. Sutherland (1949) has comprehensively reviewed the 
history and present status of compensation for pneumoconiosis 
in  Great Britain. The following b r ie fly  represents the facts  
as they apply to the coal-mining industry.
Provision was orig inally  made in  the Various Industries 
(S ilic o s is )  Scheme, 1928, but th is  applied only to a selected  
group of workers in  coal-mines, namely, workmen engaged in  
1 d rillin g  or blasting in  s i l ic a  rock*. For the purposes of 
the Scheme * s i l ic a  rock includes quartz, quartzite ganister, 
sandstone, gritstone and chert, but does not include natural 
sand or rotten rock or any rock containing le ss  than 5($ free  
s ilic a * . The disease was restricted  to the sp ecific  variety  
of pneumoconiosis, s i l ic o s is  or s i l ic o s is  accompanied by tuber­
cu losis. Moreover, compensation was only payable in  respect 
of to ta l disablement or death by reason of the d isease. Practical 
operation of the scheme quickly attracted much adverse critic ism
from the workmen and the National Union of Mineworkers when 
i t  became generally recognized that the provisions of the 
scheme were too narrow. By the Various Industries (S ilic o s is )  
Scheme, 1931 - in  conformity with other industries -  compensation 
was extended to partial disablement by reason of the disease.
I t  was s t i l l  required, however, that the workman should prove 
that he had been engaged in  operations in  or in  the handling of 
s i l ic a  rock. This provision in  turn was seriously c r it ic ise d  
-by judges in  the Courts and eventually under the Various In­
dustries (S ilic o s is )  Amendment Scheme, 1934, the provisions were 
extended to include a l l  workmen employed in  * any operation 
underground in  any coal-mine*.
Despite these extensions and amendments there was s t i l l  
considerable d issa tisfa ctio n ,fo r  i t  was observed that many 
underground workers, while obviously incapacitated by chest 
disease, which was confirmed by abnormal radiographic appear­
ances, fa iled  to obtain from the Medical Board for S ilic o s is  
the ce r tifica te  necessary to  enable them to recover compensation 
from the employers. The d iff ic u lty  derived mainly from the 
radiographic cr iter ia  for the diagnosis of the ea r lie st stage 
of the disease, namely, * radiographic appearances not. le s s  than 
the presence of nodular shadows together with an increase of 
the hilum shadows, linear shadows and pulmonary reticulum * 
(Report of Departmental Committee, 1928). Keating and Thomas
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(1936), members of the Medical Board for S ilic o s is  at Cardiff, 
from their experience among South Wales coal-miners, were con­
vinced that there existed among these workmen a type of 
occupational chronic pulmonary disease which c l in ic a lly  was in­
distinguishable from s i l ic o s is ,  but which did not present a 
radiographic picture characterised by nodular shadows#
With a view to elucidating the problem, the Industrial 
Pulmonary Diseases Committee of the Medical Research Council 
in stitu ted  a special inquiry among South Wales coal-miners*
The inquiry was comprehensive of a l l  aspects of the problem and 
the results were presented in  two reports#
Chronic Pulmonary Disease in  South Wales Coal-miners.
I - Medical Studies (1942).
II -  Environmental Studies (1943).
The conclusion was that there ex ists  in  coal-miners a form of 
pneumoconiosis distinguishable radiologic a lly  and pathologically  
from ’’c la ss ic a l” s i l ic o s is .  This condition they designated 
dust reticu lation .
As a result of these investigations and reports the Coal 
Mining Industry (Pneumoconiosis) Compensation Scheme, 1943, was 
enacted, the provisions of which applied to a l l  underground 
co lliery  workers as w ell as to  certain  categories of surface 
workers who had been so employed on or a fter l s t  July, 1943. In 
th is  Scheme the d efin ition  of pneumoconiosis i s : -  ’’Fibrosis of
the lungs due to s i l ic a  dust, asbestos dust or other dust 
and includes the condition of the lungs known as dust r e t ic ­
u lation” . Compensation was payable in  respect of partia l 
disablement, to ta l disablement or death arising from the d is­
ease. At the same time the Pneumoconiosis (Benefit) Scheme, 
1943, made provision for a benefit payment to workmen who had 
been employed in  or about any coal-mine on or after 22nd 
October, 1934, but not after 30th June, 1943, and who were not 
e lig ib le  under any of the compensation schemes. Benefit under 
th is scheme was restricted  to those cer tified  to be to ta lly  
disabled and there was also a death benefit payable to dependants
With the advent of Social Insurance on 5th Ju ly ,1948, a l l  
schemes made under the Workmen’ s Compensation Acts were super­
seded by the National Insurance (Industrial Injuries) A ct,1946. 
While the existing provisions were re-enacted a new outlook on 
disablement resulting from the disease was introduced. The 
main change i s  that disablement i s  not merely assessed on the 
loss of physical faculty but also on the lo ss  of mental faculty - 
that i s  the power of the workman to  enjoy l i f e  in  like manner 
to a person of similar age and socia l sta te .
The group, which i s  the subject of th is  study, comprises 
workmen examined during the six  years 1944 - 1949, so i t  i s  
possible to summarise the leg is la tiv e  provisions, which apply 
to them, thus:
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1. Pneumoconiosis means ’ fib ro sis  of the lungs due to
s i l ic a  dust or other dust, and includes the con­
d ition  of the lungs known as dust reticu la tion **
2. l!The disease11 means pneumoconiosis or pneumoconiosis
accompanied by tuberculosis of the lungs.
3* The term workman includes a l l  men engaged in  ’work
underground in  any coal-mine and in  the working 
or handling above ground at any coal-mine of any 
minerals extracted therefrom, or any operation 
incidental thereto’ and who have been so employed 
on or after l s t  Ju ly ,1943.
In a l l  the enactments mentioned above for the purpose of 
assessing d isa b ility  or death the e ffec ts  of tuberculosis 
accompanying pneumoconiosis are reckoned as those of pneumo­
coniosis*
(25)
CHAPTER Y
DEFINITIONS
From the preceding i t  w ill he apparent to readers that 
at various dates since the original scheme in  1928 a lterations  
have been made in  the d efin ition  of the disease and of the con­
ditions under which the workman was en titled  to  proceed to  
obtain a certifica te  enabling him to recover compensation* This 
being so i t  was necessary for the purposes of th is  study to  
ensure that a l l  workmen included in  the analyses were subject 
to the same diagnostic cr iter ia  and the same mode of assessment.
Accordingly the disease was recognized as pneumoconiosis, 
that i s  to say, ’ fib rosis  of the lungs due to s i l ic a  dust or 
other dust and including the condition of the lungs known as 
dust reticu lation ’ or pneumoconiosis accompanied by tuberculosis 
of the lungs. This, in  e ffe c t , means a l l  coal-mining appli­
cations made in  pursuance of e ith er the Coal Mining Industry 
(Pneumoconiosis) Compensation Scheme, 1943 or the National In­
surance (Industrial Injuries) A ct,1946.
Under these two schemes the disposal of cases by the 
Medical Board is  s lig h tly  d ifferen t, though in  fact i t  i s  simply 
a matter of procedure. Thus under schemes (e .g .)  the Coal 
Mining Industry (Pneumoconiosis) Compensation Scheme, 1943, made 
in  pursuance of powers conferred by Section 47 of the Workmen’ s 
Compensation Act, 1925, as extended by the Workmen’ s Compensation 
(S ilic o s is  and Asbestosis) A ct,1930, the Medical Board either
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granted or refused to grant a c e r tif ic a te  to the workman.
Such a ce r tif ic a te , i f  granted, was prima fac ie  evidence of 
the disease and was fin a l and conclusive of the matters there­
in  cer tified  (Meiklejohn,1942) • The procedure under the 
National Insurance (Industrial Injuries) A ct,1946, i s  that the 
Medical Board, after examination of the claimant, report th eir  
decision on the. medical facts to the Local Insurance Officer 
of the Ministry of National Insurance, who decides whether or 
not the Ministry of National Insurance accepts l ia b i l i t y  for  
the payment of disablement benefit (Ministry of National In­
surance Leaflet N .I .3,1948). This, of course, does not in ­
volve review of the medical findings but only of lega l pro­
v isions under the National Insurance (Industrial Injuries)
A ct,1946. In the present investigation  the essen tia l con­
sideration i s  the diagnosis of the d isease, so we may disregard 
the procedure following medical examination of the workman and 
for convenience adopt a uniform formula, c e r tif ic a te  granted 
or certifica te  refused. While the Goal Mining Industry 
(Pneumoconiosis) Compensation Scheme,1943, became e ffectiv e  on 
1st July, 1943, i t  was decided to exclude the f ir s t  s ix  months 
of operation during which the scheme was in  process of achieving 
smooth working. The survey embraces the six  fu l l  years 1944 -  
1949.
As recorded the purpose of th is  research i s  to study the
( 27)
problems of pneumoconiosis of coal-miners in  the Scottish  
area. This being so i t  was necessary to.ensure that a ll  
men included in  the survey could rightly  be assigned to th is  
area. The records showed that in  the specified  six  year period 
1953 claimants were examined by the Medical board. a few of 
these had substantial exposure to dust in  such industries or 
occupations as stone quarrying, foundry work and shale mining, 
while others had been employed for considerable periods in  coal­
mines outside Scotland. I t was considered that such groups 
could not rightly be included and th is  resulted in  the discarding 
of 39 claimants, thus reducing the to ta l number for study to  
1914 persons. These workmen, so far as occupational dust risk  
i s  involved, have been en tirely  employed in  Scottish  coal-mines 
and have not been employed in  any other recognized pneumo­
coniosis-producing industry. I t  i s  further emphasised that 
while some had been employed temporarily in  surface occupations 
at the mines, a l l  had engaged mainly in  underground work. No
selection  of cases within the group was made but certain  
decisions had to be made to r e s tr ic t  the analyses to persons 
and not to examinations. In the case of workmen who had been 
examined once only, the decision was simple, person and examin­
ation constituted one unit. During the period, however, some 
workmen made two or more applications and had a corresponding 
number of examinations. The reason for th is  was either  
previous refusal by the Medical Board to  grant a c e r tif ica te  or
( 28)
or for re-assessment of the degree of disablement. As 
already stated the medical disposal of any individual case 
i s  either cer tifica te  granted or c e r tif ic a te  refused. When 
a cer tif ica te  has been granted at the f ir s t  or any subsequent 
examination in  the material period the case i s  allocated accord­
ing to the year of such c e r tif ic a te , whereas in  these cases 
where a ce r tifica te  has consistently  been refused the year taken 
i s  that of the f ir s t  examination. For example:-
1. J.A.examined for f ir s t  time in  1945 -  c e r tif ic a te  granted -
allocated to year 1945.
2. T.M.one examination only in  1944 - c e r tif ica te  refused -
allocated to year 1944.
3. W.W.examined 1945 ce r tif ica te  refused)
1946 cer tif ica te  refused)allocated to year 1945 
1949 cer tifica te  refused)
4. T.T.examined 1945 ce r tifica te  refused)
)allocated to year 1948
1948 ce r tif ica te  granted)
5. H.B.examined 1946 ce r tifica te  granted - p artia lly  )allocated
disabled)to
1949 to ta lly  )year
disabled)1946
Gases at f ir s t  refused and subsequently c e r tif ie d  are, as 
w ill appear la ter , the subject of special investigation*
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CHAPTER VI
CLINICAL. RADIOLOGICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF COAL MINERS'
 — J --------------------------------:--------------------------------------------- P m M O R m S S T S
It i s  not the purpose of th is  th esis  to  discuss these 
aspects of the subject, but a b rief recapitulation of the main 
features i s  necessary, i f  only to elucidate certain descriptive  
terms in  current use.
The c lin ic a l manifestations of s i l ic o s is  and other forms 
of pneumoconiosis which a ffect coal-miners have been recorded 
by many authors in  recent years (Hart and A slett, 1942, 
Meiklejohn, 1949 a, and McYittie, 1949).
INDUSTRIAL HISTORY
Keating (1930) submitted that the diagnosis of s i l ic o s is  
was dependent on the c r it ic a l assessment of three main factors; 
(1) the occupational history with special reference to the nature 
of the dust exposure; (2) the c lin ic a l examination of the whole 
patient; (3) the radiographic examination of the lungs. These 
methods of investigation  apply equally to  pneumoconiosis of 
coal-miners. A ll the men concerned in  the present study had 
engaged in  underground work, but underground work in  a co lliery  
embraces a whole variety of operations, not a l l  equally harmful 
either in  quality or quantity of respirable dust produced. 
Meiklejohn (1949 b) has particularly emphasised the value of 
an accurate and detailed employment history and indicated that 
to be of real value the recording involves a d efin ite  technique.
This technique has now been followed by the Medical Board for 
S ilic o s is  for many years and the employment h isto r ies  in  the 
present series have been recorded in  th is  manner.
CLINICAL HISTORY
The c lin ic a l manifestations of s i l ic o s is ,  which apply 
equally to coal-miners* pneumoconiosis, have been admirably 
presented by Ferguson (1934). At the outset the patient 
complains of shortness of breath or a feelin g  of tightness of 
the chest. This i s  usually accompanied by a harassing dry 
unproductive cough, which once established p ersists  and i s  not 
readily relieved by medicines.
The dyspnoea is  at f ir s t  only apparent on exertion such 
as running or cycling, especia lly  u p h ill, but as the disease 
advances i t  is  induced by progressively le ss  effort u n til the 
patient i s  distressed even by walking slowly on the le v e l. The 
affected miner, in  his own words, records that he gets out of 
wind travelling  up the dips and on roads over which he could 
formerly travel without discomfort he i s  unable to keep up with 
his mates and often has to rest to  catch h is breath.
Cough i s  almost invariably an accompaniment of breathless­
ness. It i s  usually worse in  the mornings u n til *he gets  
something up*; a l i t t l e  tough mucus. Sometimes i t  i s  so 
violent as to cause vomiting. Bouts of coughing are often  
brought on by undressing for bed and very frequently interfere
with sleep. The re su l t  i s  tha t  in  the morning the workman 
fee ls  tired  and not f i t  to turn out for his s h if t .
Expectoration is  at f ir s t  scanty and composed of v isc id  
mucus. Mien infection  is  superimposed the sputum becomes 
more copious, often muco-purulent and more ea sily  expectorated, 
so that the patient may fe e l less  d istressed . As would be 
expected the sputum is  streaked with coal dust. When the 
disease i s  advanced some cases develop a persistent uniformly 
black spit which is  indicative of breaking down fib ro tic  tissu e  
in  the lungs; a fact which i s  confirmed at necropsy. I t  w ill  
be recalled that th is feature of the disease led to considerable 
discussion among doctors over one hundred years ago. While 
blood-streaked sputum is  not infrequently recorded by patients 
frank haemoptysis i s  rare and when i t  does occur usually denotes 
complicating tuberculosis (Meiklejohn,1949 c ) . In particular 
cases, however, i t  may be due to associated bronchiectasis, 
malignant disease of the lungs or cardiac disease. Weakness 
or exhaustion i s  a common complaint but is  d if f ic u lt  to  d is­
sociate from shortness of breath. When in fection  - particularly  
tuberculosis -  supervenes the patient fe e ls  i l l .  Meiklejohn 
(1949 a) has admirably summed up thus:
,!In simple s i l ic o s is  (pneumoconiosis) the patient i s  f i t  
but distressed, in  s i l ic o s is  accompanied by tuber­
culosis (and in  some cases of complicated pneumo­
coniosis) he i s  sick and in  declining health”.
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Physical Signs
Even in  the presence of extensive involvement of the 
lungs physical signs are often very s lig h t . Obvious lo ss  
of weight is  usually indicative of associated in fection , 
notably tuberculosis, and cyanosis and clubbing of the fingers  
are seldom evident.
In most cases the chest i s  of normal configuration although 
when extensive emphysema i s  present i t  may become barrel-shaped. 
Chest expansion, however, is  usually restricted  and in  advanced 
cases may resu lt in  * en bloc movement* (Hart and A slett,1942).
C linical examination of the lungs by percussion and 
auscultation are of very l i t t l e  help in  assessing, with any 
real accuracy, the extent and nature of the d isease. In 
simple pneumoconiosis i t  i s  seldom possible to  e l i c i t  any 
.change in  resonance of the chest. In cases o f advanced d is­
ease, in  which there are areas of massive f ib r o s is , dulness may 
be detected mainly over the apices, but even then in  many cases 
the dulness i s  masked by hyperresonance due to emphysema. On 
auscultation the chest both in  simple and complicated pneumo­
coniosis may be almost s ile n t . Most frequently in  simple
pneumoconiosis the respiratory murmur i s  weak, increased in
%
pitch with the expiratory phase prolonged. In complicated 
pneumoconiosis even with massive areas of consolidation, 
bronchial or tubular breathing i s  uncommon. Adventitiae are
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very variable in  type and are most commonly related to 
associated bronchitis. Where active tuberculosis supervenes 
the c lin ic a l features are modified accordingly.
In short the c lin ic a l examination is  of i t s e l f  of very 
l i t t l e  real value in  the diagnosis of the presence, extent 
and character of the disease. As has so often been emphasised 
1 radiographic examination of the chest s t i l l  affords the best 
single piece of evidence in  establishing the presence, extent 
and character of the d isease1 (B ritish  Journal of Radiology, 
August,1950). This, of course, does not indicate that the 
c lin ic a l examination can be dispensed with or minimised for 
i t  i s  of considerable value in  assessing the general health of 
the patient, the e ffects  of the disease and the presence and 
effects  of extraneous conditions.
RADIOLOGICAL APPEARANCES
Hart and A slett (1942) following their survey among coal­
miners in  South Wales recorded that in  many cases abnormal 
radiological changes were present in  the form of a ! fine network, 
sometimes sharp and lacelik e in  pattern, but much more often  
blurred in  appearance*. This condition they considered to be 
of occupational origin and not infrequently i t  was accompanied 
by respiratory d isa b ility . I t  did not, however, have the 
nodular appearance required for the diagnosis of s i l ic o s is .
For th is abnormal radiographic appearance they suggested the
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designation "reticulation”. The pathologists recorded a 
similar morbid anatomical appearance which they in  turn named 
"dust reticu lation ” (Belt and Ferris, 1942). As already ex- , 
plained, th is  condition was included in  the d efin ition  of 
pneumoconiosis in  the Coal Mining Industry (Pneumoconiosis) . 
Compensation Scheme, 1943, and in  the Pneumoconiosis (Benefit) 
Scheme,1943. Other radiological appearances in  coal-miners* 
lungs were c la ss if ied  by Hart and A slett under nodulation, 
coalescent nodulation, multiple f lu ffy  shadows and massive 
fib ro sis .
The term * reticulation* has been c r it ic ise d  because 
various observers have used i t  to describe d ifferent appear­
ances and attempts have been made by several workers' to  estab lish  
a generally acceptable c la ss if ica tio n  of the various radiological 
appearances. So far the most satisfactory  c la ss if ic a tio n  is  
that of Davies and Mann (1948),* based on the appearances of the 
disease as observed by them among South Wales coal-miners. 
According to these authors the essen tia l lesions are described 
as minute opacities of varying s ize , density and extent of d is­
tribution in  the lung f ie ld s  and they recognize two main types 
of the disease, namely, simple pneumoconiosis and complicated 
pneumoconiosis.
In simple pneumoconiosis the X-ray appearances are con­
sidered to represent actual dust accumulation in  the lungs
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together with, localised  foci of fib ro sis; reticu la tion  and 
nodulation. Four categories of increasing abnormality are 
defined according to the profusion of the op acities, the area 
of lung involved and the degree of masking of the normal lung 
markings.
In complicated pneumoconiosis the X-ray appearances are con­
sidered to represent dust accumulation plus massive fibrosis,due  
to the action of the dust alone or in  association  with tuber­
culous in fection . Here again subdivision i s  made into four 
categories according to the extent of the shadows and th eir  in ­
volvement of the thoracic structures. Evidence has been adduced 
by Fletcher (1948) and Gough (1949) to show that complicated 
pneumoconiosis appears only as a resu lt of associated in fection  
probably tuberculosis in  lungs already occupied by dust. Our ' 
personal experience is  that the radiological appearances of 
pneumoconiosis among coal-miners in  the Scottish area conform 
closely  to those described by Davies and Maun in  South Wales coal­
miners. Accordingly in  a l l  subsequent discussions in  th is  
th esis simple pneumoconiosis and complicated pneumoconiosis bear 
the meaning attached to them by these authors.
PATHOLOGY
Knowledge of the pathology of pneumoconiosis of coal-miners 
has been greatly advanced by Professor'J.Gough and h is co-workers 
in  Cardiff. This work has been made possible by a new technique
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developed by them for the cutting of large tissu e  sections 
of lungs. Gough (1949) has presented a comprehensive account 
of the present views on the subject.
A re la tive ly  small group of miners, hardheaders or stone- 
men are engaged in  development work which involves d r illin g  
and blasting in  s i l ic a  rock and consequently exposure to  dust 
of high s i l ic a  content. In the course of years these workmen 
may develop " classica l” nodular s i l ic o s is  as revealed by the 
radiological and pathological appearances characteristic of 
that condition. More common, however, i s  the condition already 
described as dust reticu lation . This, i t  would appear, i s  . 
caused by the inhalation of airborne mine dust of low s i l ic a  
content. Mere mass of dust may be a factor, but on the other 
hand i t  may be due to some constituent element, although th is  
has not yet been determined with certainty. I t  has been 
established that pneumoconiosis similar to that in  coal-miners 
may occur in  coal-trimmers engaged in  loading coal into ships 
at the Cardiff and Swansea docks (Hart and A slett,1942). King 
(1945) has further demonstrated that experimental in jection  of 
powdered coal into laboratory animals can produce the d isease.
As observed in  large lung sections and in  h isto lo g ica l pre­
parations (see illu stra tio n s  in  Appendix I I ) ,  in  simple pneumo­
coniosis the dust appears as focal accumulations throughout the 
lungs, mainly around the terminal bronchioles and their
( 3 7 )
accompanying arteries. These coal nodules with the related  
reticu lin  fib rosis  and peculiar focal emphysema constitute  
the characteristic lesion  of the disease. The consequent 
respiratory d isa b ility , dyspnoea, appears to be related more 
closely  to  the extent of the emphysema rather than to  the 
dust accumulation and fib ro s is . By correlation of large lung 
sections with the corresponding radiographs Gough, James and 
Wentworth (1949) have concluded that the radiographic pattern  
of reticu lation  seen in  coal-miners i s  due to  coal nodules 
superimposed in  depth as projected on a f la t  film .
Complicated pneumoconiosis occurs principally  as massive 
fib ro sis , most frequently loca lised  in  the upper part of the 
lung and in  the apex of the lower lobe, but also as dense 
in fective fib rotic  nodules mainly around the massive fib ro tic  
areas. Gough (1949),following post-mortem studies, asserts  
that tubercle b a c ill i  can be demonstrated in  about 40 per cent 
of cases of massive f ib r o s is , which i s  held to  support the view 
that complicated pneumoconiosis resu lts from the superimposition 
of tuberculous in fection  on simple pneumoconiosis. In a smaller 
percentage of cases sp ecific  tuberculous lesion s have been 
id en tified .
Our own experience, derived from a considerable number of 
necropsies in  coal-miners in  Scotland, shows that the disease i s  
similar to that described in  South Wales.
The radiographic and pathological features of pneumo­
coniosis are illu stra ted  hj  a representative ser ies of exhibits  
in  Appendix II at the end of th is  thesis*
CHAPTER VII
PATTERN OF EMPLOYMENT, APPLICATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS IN THE 
~ - - - - - - -  aCOEIfJLSH m l 'T O ' T f S  FOUR M l ’N '  'JU A lF lE iD b'- - - - - - - - - - - -
According to the Ministry of Fuel and Power List of 
Mines, 1944, 82,818 persons were employed at that time in  
the coal-mines of Scotland; of these 62,553 were engaged in  
underground work. In the la te s t published L ist of Mines,1948, 
the corresponding figures are 81,715 and 62,231 respectively . 
These figures were obtained by extracting and adding the num­
ber of employees as lis te d  for each coal-mine in  the Scottish  
Division. Similar estimates were made of the workers employ­
ed in  the four main Scottish co a l-fie ld s  as defined on page 10
TABLE 1 .
DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS IN SCOTTISH CQAL-MUES 
Yea,r Underground Workers Surface Workers Total
Scottish Area
1944 62,553 20,265 82,818
1948 62,231 19,484 81,715
A.Central Coalfield
1944 29,744 9,358 39,102
1948 27,742 8,624 36,366
B.Fife and Clackmannan Coalfield
1944 15,251 4,856 20,107
1948 16,180 4,782 20,962
C.Lothians Coalfield
1944 7,999 3,042 11,041
1948 8,547 3,175 11,722
D.Ayrshire Coalfield
1944 9,559 3,009 12,568
1948 9,762 2,893 12,655
The to ta l population in  the Scottish  area has varied only 
s lig h tly  Between 1944 and 1948 and so far as underground workers 
are concerned the difference during that period amounts only to  
a reduction of 322 among a population of over 62,000 workers.
The variation in  the individual coa lfie ld s i s  of a higher order, 
thus the number of underground workers in  Coalfield A has 
diminished by 2,002 (6*7 per cent) whereas there has been an 
increase in  each of coalfields B, C and D amounting to 829
( 4 1 )
(5.4 per cent), 548 (6.8 per cent), and 203 (2.1 per cent) 
respectively.
As our survey i s  concerned with workmen who have been 
employed in  the industry on or after 1st July, 1943, and who 
have been cer tified  during the years 1944 to 1949 the popu­
lation  figures for 1944 would appear to  be a satisfactory  
basis for any s ta t is t ic a l  analyses. Besides the sh ift of 
population between coa lfie ld s i s  a subject for discussion  
in  relation  to certifica tion s in  the separate co a lfie ld s .
As previously defined the number of applications examined 
in  pursuance of the Coal Mining Industry (Pneumoconiosis) 
Compensation Scheme, 1943, and the National Insurance (Industrial 
Injuries) Act,1946, for ce r tifica te s  of disablement by reason 
of pneumoconiosis or of pneumoconiosis accompanied by tuber­
culosis from th is  working population during the six  years 
1944-1949 aggregated 1914.
A P P L I C A T I O N  S A N 0  C E & T I F I C  A T t o r / S  /3  y
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TABLE 2.
APPLICATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS BY YEARS FOR THE
m r m g r m i --------------------------------------
Applications C ertificates granted C ertificates refused
Tie.---------------- No'. %------------ W.--------------
116 76 66 40 34
209 125 60 84 40
234 154 66 80 34
413 292 71 121 29
424 289 68 135 32
518 379 73 139 27
1944-1949 1914 1315 69 599 31
These certifica tio n s  were distributed throughout the four 
Scottish  Coalfields thus:
TABLE 3.
CERTIFICATIONS BY YEAR AND COALFIELD
Year
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
Year Coalfield
A B C D
1944 40 15 9 12
1945 75 17 20 13
1946 96 24 26 8
1947 196 31 39 26
1948 | 171 48 38 32
1949 245 44 47 43
Totals j 823 179 179 134
(43)
These s ta t is t ic s  (tables 2 and 3) estab lish  that during 
the period 1944 to 1949 a considerable increase in  the absolute 
number of cer tif ica te s  granted has progressively taken place 
not only in  the Scottish  area as a whole but in  each of the 
four main constituent co a lfie ld s . The increase,however, is  
not uniform in the separate coa lfie ld s for whereas the increase 
in  the Central Coalfield (A) i s  6 times and in  the Lothians 
Coalfield (C) i s  b i  times, in  the Fife Coalfield (B) and in  
the Ayrshire Coalfield (D) the respective increases are 3 and 
3t times. As these variations are capable of detailed analysis 
and are influenced by several factors yet to  be considered,their 
discussion appears more appropriately in  a later section  (see 
p. 51 )•
DISCUSSION OF INCREASE IN 'CERTIFICATIONS
It  has been demonstrated that the number of c e r tifica tio n s  
in  the Scottish area has progressively advanced from 76 in  1944 
to  379 in  1949 and that th is  pattern i s  reflected,though not 
uniformly, in  each of the four constituent co a lfie ld s . As 
previously explained i t  w ill  be appreciated that these cases re­
present only those dealt with under the Coal Mining Industry 
(Pneumoconiosis) Compensation Scheme,1943, and the National 
Insurance (Industrial Injuries) Act, 1946, and so do not take 
account of cases dealt with during the same period under the 
Various Industries (S ilic o s is )  Scheme,1931, and as amended, and
(44)
the Pneumoconiosis (Benefit) Scheme, 1943* McVittie (1949), 
however, has recorded from o f f ic ia l  records the to ta l c e r t i f i ­
cations under a l l  the schemes among coal-miners in  Scotland for 
the years 1939 to 1947* These figures, with the addition of 
the appropriate figures for the years 1948 and 1949, are re- 
produced Below.
TABLE 4*
ALL CERTIFICATIONS FOR THE SCOTTISH AREA FOR THE- TEARS-----------:--------ms "to IMS  -
Year 1939
Number of 
C ertifi­
cations
1940 1941 1942 1943 1939-43
10 ( 6 ) 28
Year 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1944-49
Number of 
C ertifi­
cations
109 148 166 322 317 419 1481
( raised figure for 1943 represents cases of s i l ic o t ic  type.)
As the Coal lin in g  Industry (Pneumoconiosis) Compensation 
Scheme became effective  on 1st July, 1943, th is  year may be 
accepted as a natural d iv ision . Accordingly the above figures 
reveal that the mean annual number of certifica tio n s  for the 
five  years 1939-1943 was 5«6, whereas for the six  years 1944-1949 
the corresponding figure was 247, an increase of 44 times. Com­
parable figures for the other coa lfie ld s of Great Britain are
(45)
not available, but according to Fletcher (1948) among South 
Wales coal-miners *the mean rate of c er tif ica tio n  since 1942 
( i . e .  to  the end of 1946) has risen  to 4 or 5 times the rate 
in  that year1. From our data for the same years the corres­
ponding increase for the Scottish area i s  18 tim es. This 
tremendous increase in  the Scottish  area i s  noteworthy for the 
fact that i t  commenced suddenly in  1944 and has since continued. 
I t  i s  of in terest and importance to  consider possible reasons 
for such increase.
In the f ir s t  place i t  must be emphasised that with the 
introduction of the Coal Mining Industry (Pneumoconiosis) Com­
pensation Scheme, 1943, an almost immediate increase in  c e r t i f i ­
cations was to be expected, because by d efin ition  the disease 
was not restricted  to  s i l ic o s is  but was on the much wider basis 
of pneumoconiosis including the condition of the lungs known as 
d ust-reticu lation . In other words many workmen while suffering  
from disabling chronic pulmonary disease due to  dust but not 
amounting to s i l ic o s is ,  and who prior to 1st Ju ly ,1943 fa iled  
to obtain a c e r t if ic a te , now succeeded due to the wider de­
f in it io n  of the disease.
That th is  increase was not entirely  due to the recognition  
of dust reticu lation  in  the scheme i s  suggested by taking 
account of those cases, occurring in  the years 1944-1949, which 
f a l l  into the category of s i l ic o s is .
(46)
TABLE 5. CASES OF SILICOSIS
C ertifications in  
ursuance of
arions industries 
( S i l i  c o s i s )Scheme ,1931
1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1944-49
10 13 6 27 8 12 76
Fnenmoc oni osi s 
(Benefit) Scheme,1943 6 23
Coal joining Industry 
(Pneumoconiosis) Compen­
sation Scheme, 1943. 
National Insurance (In­
dustrial Injuries)A ct,1946.
30 48 68 90 92 92 420
Total -  a l l  Schemes 44 64 78 123 104 106 519
This represents a mean annual number of cer tifica tio n s  by 
reason of s i l ic o s is  of 86*5 for the years 1944-1949 as against 
4.8 for the years 1939-1943 (see Table 4 ), which, i s  an increase 
of 18 tim es. Moreover, as, on f ir s t  examination by the Medical 
Board, about one-half of a l l  these cases were adjudged to be 
to ta lly  disabled by the disease and the remainder shewed de­
f in ite  impairment of physical capacity for work by reason of 
the d isease, i t  is  probable that the application for a c e r t i f i ­
cate was determined by i l ln e s s  and not by any accidental d is­
covery of the condition, such as by routine radiographic exam­
ination of the chest. Thus i t  would appear that 519 or 35.0$ 
of the 1481 certifica tion s among coal-miners in  Scotland since 
1943 can be accounted for by cases of s i l ic o s is ,  in  which cases 
a ce r tifica te  would have been granted even i f  the leg is la tio n
(47)
had not been extended to include dust reticu lation . I t  should
further be mentioned that the above numbers on which the 
calculations are based do not represent a l l  possible cases of 
s i l ic o s is  as doubtful or borderline cases were excluded. The 
significance of th is  i s  that the contribution of s i l ic o s is  to  
the increased number of cer tifica tio n s has, i f  anything, been 
underestimated.
From these observations i t  seems reasonable to suggest 
that a measure of true increase in  the occurrence of pneumo­
coniosis has taken place in  the Scottish  area during recent 
years. This compares with the opinion of Fletcher (1948) who, 
quoting Keating and McVittie of the S ilic o s is  Medical Boards 
at Cardiff and Swansea, estimates ’that of the men ce r tif ied  
since July, 1943, in  South Wales approximately 5C$ shewed a more 
advanced disease than dust reticu la tion  and that there must 
have been a considerable increase in  the number Nof applicants 
to the Board with th is  type of disease*. Several other factors, 
however, have undoubtedly contributed to  the increase of appli­
cations and certifica tio n s , which, as already indicated, follow  
a c lo se ly  similar pattern.
1. Changes in  the relevant leg is la tio n  undoubtedly played a
material part. . The Coal Mining Industry (Pneumoconiosis) 
Compensation Scheme, 1943, considerably extended the lega l
. (48)
connotation of pneumoconiosis for the purposes of com­
pensation, By including dust reticu lation  the affected  
coal-miner more easily  achieved ce r tif ica tio n . This i s  
not a peculiar experience for i t  has frequently been 
observed that the introduction of new le g is la tio n  in  re­
la tion  to workmen* s compensation almost immediately leads 
to an increase in  the number of applications. In recent 
years th is  i s  excellently  illu stra ted  by experience of 
compensation claims on account of occupational derm atitis. 
In the present instance, however, few new applications 
arose in  the f ir s t  s ix  months of the operation of the 
scheme, due no doubt to the fact that workmen and doctors 
required some time to become fu lly  aware of the new le g is ­
la tiv e  provisions. Besides in  order to  proceed under 
the scheme i t  was necessary for the workman to have worked 
in  or about a coal-mine on or after 1st Ju ly,1943. As 
knowledge of the scheme inreased so the number of appli­
cants advanced. The National Insurance (Industrial In­
juries) Act, 1946, which became effec tiv e  as from 5th July, 
1948, further fa c ilita te d  applications by remitting a l l  
fees payable by the workman and by rescinding the pro­
v isions as to compulsory suspension from work on c e r t i f i ­
cation, except in  cases in  which the pneumoconiosis was
accompanied by tuberculosis of the lungs. Thus the
affected workman was enabled to recover disablement 
benefit and, i f  f i t ,  he could continue at h is job.
Again benefits were payable in respect of lo ss  of faculty  
and were in  the form of a pension assessed on a percentage 
basis - in  which 45/- represents 100 per cent -  and were 
not conditional, as hitherto, on loss of earnings.
There i s  no doubt that many old miners and others, whose 
physical capacity for work was impaired, p a tr io tica lly  
carried on for the duration of the war. With the end 
of active h o s t i l it ie s  in  1945 they began to  leave the 
mines and in  due course many made application for c e r t i­
f ica tion  under the scheme.
The exhaustion of economic coal workings, for example, in  
Central Lanarkshire, led to the closure of some p its  
with the result that many old miners and others in  im­
paired health, when displaced, did not accept transfer 
to other p its . This also had the effect of stimulating 
applications for certifica tio n .
During the la st few years f a c i l i t ie s  for radiological exam­
ination of the chest at hospitals and in the course of 
mass radiography surveys have been greatly extended. This 
has been the means of discovering some unsuspected cases 
of the disease, which have then presented for c e r t i f i -
(50)
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Since 1944 a very substantial increase in  the number of 
certifica tio n s  on account of pneumoconiosis has occurred 
throughout a l l  the coa lfie ld s of the Scottish area. This 
accords with experience in  South Wales. The increase in  
cases ©f the s i l ic o t ic  type suggests that there has been a 
real increase in  the actual occurrence of the disease. Other 
factors, however, such as the broader scope of compensation 
provisions since 1943, r e tira l of old and u nfit miners, closure 
of uneconomic p its  and increased radiological f a c i l i t i e s ,  have 
a l l  contributed to  the progressively higher number of appli­
cations and cer tifica tio n s during the six  years 1944-1949.
C E R T I F I C A T I O N A A T _ E S I N T H E
S c o t t i s h
M U  I 9 4 S  194.0  194.9 1 9 4 9  1 9 4 9
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CHAPTER VIII
INCIDENCE OF PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN SCOTTISH COAL-MINES . ;|j
An accurate estimate of the true incidence of pneumo- j*.
: i l '
coniosis in  the Scottish  coal-mines could only he achieved by 
a complete survey of a l l  co lliery  workers* Even th is  would i
Jf:
not be en tire ly  accurate for i t  would be liab le  to errors such 
as those of interpretation, as emphasised by the researches of 
Fletcher and h is co-workers Q.949 ) into the radiological 
diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. While no such survey has so far II'
been carried out in  Scotland or elsewhere some estimate of the 'j;
extent of the occurrence of the disease in  the whole area and ' !
V
■illi t s  separate coa lfie ld s and d istr ic ts  within these i s  possible J1
by an analysis of cer tifica tio n s. The following standard of ; ’
j l i ;
measurement may be defined. |;i
C ertification  Rate -  the annual number of cer tifica tio n s |l
—
per 1,000 workers. ;!|
The number of certifica tio n s by years are known, and figures jl
are available (L ist of Mines, 1944) of to ta l workers and of
underground workers, 82,818 and 62,553 respectively# ||
TABLE 6. 1.(1
---------- CERTIFICATION RATES IN THE SCOTTISH AREA :M
Year 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949
Mean
1944-1949
C ertification  Rate 
(a) to ta l workers 0.92 1.51 1.86 3.53 3.49 4.58 2.65
(b) underground 
workers 1.21 1.99 2.46 4.69 4.62 6.06 3.50
This table and accompanying graph demonstrate that the 
trend throughout the years i s  similar whether the basis be 
cer tifica tio n s  in  relation  to to ta l or underground workers* 
This being so and as a l l  persons included in  th is  study had 
spent the whole or major part of their working l i f e  in  under­
ground operations the cer tifica tio n  rate in  relation  to under­
ground workers w ill be adopted for discussion purposes.
I t  i s  not suggested that the cer tif ica tio n  rate r e fle c ts  
the to ta l incidence of the disease for many patients may con­
tinue at work without even seeking examination. S t i l l  over 
a number of years, other factors remaining constant, i t  i s ,  
at le a s t , a measure of incapacitating disease.
As shewn the mean annual cer tifica tio n  rate for the 
Scottish  area i s  3.50. The question now arises whether or 
not th is  i s  uniform throughout the constituent co a lfie ld s . 
TABLE 7.
CERTIFICATION RATE IN SEPARATE COALFIELDS
Coalfield A
.....(I944-1WJ'
B C D Scottish  Area
Underground
Workers 29,744 15,251 7,999 9,559 62,553
Number of 
C ertificates 823 179 179 134 1,315
C ertification
Rate 4.61 1.96 3.73 2.34 3.50
I t  emerges that there i s  a considerable variation in  
cer tifica tio n  rate between separate co a lfie ld s , ranging from 
4.61 in  a to 1.96 in  B as against 3.50 for the Scottish area.
(53)
I t  i s  possible to break these figures down s t i l l  further 
into d is tr ic ts  within the separate coa lfie ld s, whereby i t  
appears the variation in  cer tifica tio n  rate is  even more 
strik ing.
TABLE 8 .
CERTIFICATION RATE IN DISTRICTS OF COALFIELDS 
  ----------------- CI944-1949)----------------------------
C oalfield a  B
D istr ic ts 1 2 1 3 4 1 2 1 3
Underground
Workers 8,646 10,889f 4,624 5,585 2,582 7,589 1 5,080
Number of 
C ertificates 119 319 273 112 32 121 26
C ertifi­
cation Rate 2.29 4.88 9.84 3.34 2.06 2.66 1 0.85
Coalfield C D
D istr ic ts 1 2 i  ! 2
Underground
Workers 5,226 2,773 2,103 7,456
Number of 
C ertificates 77 1 102
1
43 91
Certification
(Rate 2.44 | 6.13 3.41 I 2.03
Compared with the mean annual cer tifica tio n  rate of 3.50
for the Scottish  area d is tr ic ts  A3 and C2 have high rates of 
9.84 and 6.13 respectively and B3 the lowest rate, 0.85. Such 
wide divergence in  cer tifica tio n  rates demands consideration.
I t  i s  unlikely that any single factor i s  the determinant but 
several possible major influences may be considered separately. 
Omitting, for the time being, tuberculous in fection  which is  a 
-1
(54)
topic of consideration la ter , these factors are:
1* Awareness of the disease and of the le g is la tiv e  pro­
v ision s.
2. Age d istribution  of workers employed.
3. Exhaustion of coal workings.
4. Differences in  geological formations.
5. Conditions of work with special reference to dust.
1. Awareness of the disease and of the le g is la tiv e  provisions
on the part of claimants or th eir  medical attendants i s  
only lik e ly  to operate at the inception of a scheme. In­
quiry on th is  question to o f f ic ia ls  of the National Union 
of Mimeworkers reveals that there i s  a general awareness 
of the procedure in  respect of claims throughout a l l  the 
Scottish  C oalfields.
2. Age d istribution  - an area with an older age d istribution
of workers at risk  i s  lik e ly  to have a bigger incidence 
due to  the correspondingly longer period of exposure.
3. Exhaustion of coal workings leads to the closure of p its
and the necessity for men to transfer to other areas.
This has been referred to generally in  a previous section  
where i t  was suggested that the older age groups suffer­
ing some impairment of health would probably seek c e r t i­
f ica tio n  rather than transfer to  other co a lfie ld s . This 
decline in  mining and consequent closure of p its  has been
most marked in  d is tr ic t  12 where i t  has been occurring 
over the past twenty to th irty  years and th is may have 
served to  increase the cer tif ica tio n  rate in  that area.
I t  i s  true that the highest cer tifica tio n  rate i s  in  
d is tr ic t  a 3 ,  but i t  i s  probable that th is  may have been 
influenced to an appreciable extent by the fact that 
many of these men now being cer tified  from area a 3  had 
previously worked in  area 12,having transferred to  area 
A3 when p its  in  their own d is tr ic t  closed down. This 
suggested explanation may appear to  co n flic t with the 
previous statement about unwillingness of the older men 
to  transfer. There i s  no contradiction, the objection  
i s  to transfer from one coa lfie ld  to  another, (e .g .)  from 
Lanarkshire to Fife and th is  does not apply to  the same 
extent between p its  in  neighbouring d is tr ic ts . For one 
thing th is  does not necessitate moving house, displacing  
the whole family and breaking family and socia l t ie s .
Geological. Attention has previously been drawn to the
fact that the coal workings in  Scotland occur.in two
geological formations -  the Productive Coal Measures
(P.C.M.) and the Limestone Coal Group (L.C.G.) .  In some
areas the Productive Coal Measures are worked, in  some the
Limestone Coal Group, and in  others both. An attempt
has been made to ascertain whether th is  has been res­
ponsible in  any way for the variation in  cer tif ica tio n
(56)
rates.
Scottish  Coalfields Report, 1944, gives a l i s t  of 
c o llie r ie s  in  each area specifying the formation in  which 
the coal i s  being worked. I t  was f e l t  that by relating  
the proportion of underground workers (U.G.W.) in  an area 
with the formations worked and comparing such data with 
that from other areas i t  might be possible to  determine 
some relationship. Aa might be expected most areas are 
mixed, having coal workings in  both geological formations, 
but fortunately in  several areas one particular formation 
shows an overwhelming predominance, which,for our purpose 
i s  taken as 90 per cent or over. This occurs in  coa lfie ld  
D and in  separate d is tr ic ts  in  each of other three coal­
f ie ld s .
TABLE 9.
CERTIFICATION RATE IN RELATION TO GEOLOGICAL FORMATION
Area U.G.W. F. C.M.
% emr 
ployed
L.C.G.
% em­
ployed
C ertific ­
ation rate
A1 8646 7.5 92.5 2.29
B2 7589 0.0 100.0 2.66
B3 5080 100.0 0.0 0.85
C2 2773 0.0 100.0 6.13
B 9559 93.2 6.8 2.34
Areas B3 and D are essen tia lly  Productive Coal Measures, 
yet the cer tif ica tio n  rates d iffer  as between 0.85 and 
2.34. In the same way in  areas Al, B2 and C2 which are 
essen tia lly  Limestone Coal Croup the respective c e r t i f i ­
cation rates are 2.29, 2.66 and 6.13. Then comparing 
area D which i s  93.2 per cent Productive Coal Measures 
with area Al, which i s  92.5 per cent Limestone Coal 
Group and both involving comparable numbers of workmen, 
the cer tifica tio n  rates are almost id en tica l.
Thus i t  seems that geological formation does not play any 
material part in  the varying incidence of pneumoconiosis 
in  the d ifferent areas of the Scottish C oalfields. This 
i s  in  keeping with the information recorded ear lier  that 
there are no sign ificant geological differences between 
the Productive Coal Measures and the Limestone Coal Group 
wuch as would result in  any material difference in  the 
quality of the airborne dust to which these separate 
groups of miners are exposed.
Conditions of work with special reference todust. Dust in ­
haled in to the lungs is  the essen tia l causative agent in  
the production of pneumoconiosis. Sir Andrew Bryan, H.M. 
Chief Inspector of Mines, in  h is Annual Reports for 1947 
and 1948 and in  a lecture to  the In stitu tion  of Mining 
Engineers in  June, 1949, when dealing with the problem of
pneumoconiosis among coal-miners emphasises the important 
part played by the increased production of dust which has 
resulted from greater mechanisation in mines. He strongly 
advocates the need for intensive anti-dust measures. 
Differences in  the degree of mechanisation carried out in  
various areas would of course influence the amount of dust 
produced and likewise the development of the disease.
That th is  i s  not the only factor i s  suggested by Jenkins 
(1948), who states that the progress of mechanisation in  
the South Wales Coalfield has proceeded at a much slower 
rate than in  other parts of Great Britain and he attributes 
the high incidence of pneumoconiosis in  the South Wales 
coal-mines to the dry dusty conditions prevailing there. 
From th is  consideration and from the success of wet methods 
of dust suppression in  reducing dust counts i t  seems 
reasonable to conclude that the condition of the i/rorkings 
as regards wetness i s  also an important point, dry work­
ings favouring the production and dispersion of dust.
Other factors which probably a ffect the dustiness of a mine 
are thinness of seams and frequent fau lting , these con­
d itions being more common in  some areas than others. Not 
only do these increase the quantity of airborne dust but 
they a lter  i t s  quality by increasing the s i l ic a  content.
On these topics of mechanisation and wetness or dryness the 
National Coal Board (Scottish  Division) have provided the
(59)
following authoritative information. Part of th is has a l­
ready been published in  the Ministry of Fuel and Power, 
S ta tis t ic a l Digests for the years 1945-1949 (H.M.S.O.) 
MECHANISATION
In 1913 only 8 per cent of coal in  Great Britain was 
machine cut. At th is  date the corresponding figure for 
Scotland was 22 per cent and most of th is  was in  th in  seams 
in  the Lanarkshire coa lfie ld . Indeed Lanarkshire i s  reputed 
to be the home of the coal cutter. During the ensuing f if te e n  
years there was a general expansion but the relative positions 
recorded above were more or le ss  maintained.
Conveyors of bigger capacity were brought into use while 
machine cutting was extended to  thicker seams. In 1928, 12 per 
cent of coal in  Great Britain was mechanically convteyed$ in  
Scotland 25 per cent. Machine cutting was u n til about 1930 
almost en tire ly  confined to Lanarkshire and the particular 
machine was the disc cutter. I t  i s  recalled by old miners that 
about 30 years ago i t  used to be asked by miners in  Muirkirk 
(Ayrshire), ”Iho i s  going to Shotts to be poisoned?” This 
apparently referred to the fact that men returning from Shotts 
where the disc cutter was used were noted to be short of breath 
when they got back to Muirkirk where the coal was hand got by 
stoop and room methods.
(60)
TABLE 10.
STATISTICS OF MACHINE CUT GOAL 
(per cent")
D istr ic t Year
1938 *39 *40 *41 *42 ’43 144 *45 *46 *47
Fife and Clack­
mannan 90 89 91 91 91 92 93 92 93 92
Lothians -  l id  
and East 62 65 65 65 68 66 69 72 74 74
Lanarkshire 84 84 84 86 85 85 90 89 88 90
Ayr and Dumfries 69 70 70 72 72 74 74 77 76 72
Great Britain 59 61 64 66 66 69 72 72 ,74 75
This emphasises that the mechanical cutting of coal in  
Lanarkshire and Fife and Clackmannan is  substantially  higher 
than in  the other Scottish coa lfie ld s and in  the rest of Great 
B ritain . Nevertheless the cer tifica tio n  rates do not appear 
to be p ara llel to degree of mechanisation as revealed by a 
comparison of Tables 7 and 10, for whereas the cer tifica tio n  
rate in  Coalfield A (Lanarkshire) i s  4*61 the cer tifica tio n  
rate in  Coalfield B (Fife and Clackmannan) i s  1*96. On the 
other hand in  the le ss  mechanised coa lfie ld s the cer tifica tio n  
rates are intermediate between these. This would suggest that 
mechanisation per se i s  not the only factor in  determining the 
cer tifica tio n  rate in  individual areas.
Wetness and Dryness of Workings
Recognized wet areas are Armadale, Shotts and Ayrshire
except the Annbahk d is tr ic t . The Clyde va lley , Kilsyth and
(6 1 )
S tir lin g  are dry. The Lothians p its  are fa ir ly  dry and F ife  
on the average i s  not very dusty though some p its  (e*g.) 
V alley fie ld  are dry and dusty* In N.E*Lanarkshire, esp ecia lly  
in  the Shotts area, for every ton of coal mined, more stone 
i s  handled than in  other Scottish d is tr ic ts  and generally the 
mechanical ven tila tion  i s  not so good. This i s  related to  
the fact that there i s  no gas in  the p its and naked lig h ts  can 
he used*
In Shotts particularly the coal seams are very th in  and 
the machine cutting i s  done in  the pavement which i s  of f ir e ­
clay*
PNEUMOGONIOSIS I I  INDIVIDUAL COLLIERIES
The allegation  i s  frequently made that certain c o ll ie r ie s  
are wbad p its 11 implying that these c o llie r ie s  are much more 
lia b le  to  give r ise  to pneumoconiosis than are others. I t  i s  
true that i f  certifica tio n s of the disease are related to the 
c o llie ry  at which the applicant la s t  worked some c o llie r ie s  
seem to produce a higher number, but a l l  too often those who 
make such assertions ignore the size of the p it , ( i . e . )  number 
of men employed. I t  i s  also true that many of the cases so 
allocated have worked in  that particular co lliery  for a com­
paratively short time, often much too short to ju stify  a ttr i­
buting the disease to that colliery*
(62)
In an attempt to elucidate th is  point a review of the 
industria l h isto r ies  of the 1914 applicants dealt with in  
the present study was carried out. Before any applicant was 
allocated to  a particular co lliery  i t  was required that certain  
conditions be fu lf i l le d , based on the findings recorded (p. 67 ) 
that p ractica lly  a l l  cases of pneumoconiosis in  the present 
ser ies had presented to the Medical Board only after at least  
20 years1 co llie ry  work. These requirements were as follows:
(1) That a l l  the co lliery  work had been carried out at 
one co lliery ,
or (2) That 30 years or more of the la te s t  exposure had 
been at one co lliery , 
or (3) I f  le s s  than 30 years that the la te st exposure at
one co lliery  had amounted to at least 75 per cent 
of the to ta l exposure with a minimum of 20 years.
The Coalfields Report (1944) l i s t s  221 c o ll ie r ie s  in  the 
Scottish area and from these during the six  years 1944-1949,
1315 workmen were granted c e r tif ic a te s . Careful scrutiny of 
the industria l h istor ies  as given by th4se men at the time of 
examination reveals only 166 workmen who fu lf i l le d  the cr iter ia  
defined for attachment to an individual co lliery  and these were 
derived from no less  than 75 c o ll ie r ie s .
(63)
TABLE 11
CERTIFICATIONS BY INDIVIDUAL COLLIERIES AND DISTRIBUTIONircmnmis-----------------------
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Thus over a period of six  years i t  appears that only one 
ce r tif ied  case could reasonably he attributed to work in  any 
' one of 39 c o llie r ie s ;  12 c o llie r ie s  had more than three cases, 
but one had twelve cases. Altogether only 3 c o llie r ie s  had
more than an average of more than one cer tified  case per 
annum* The numbers of underground workers at these three 
c o llie r ie s  were 214, 347 and 666, and the cer tifica tio n s over 
the s ix  years numbered 7, 9 and 12 respectively.
I t  i s  submitted that i t  i s  not ju stifia b le  on these facts  
to attach to  any individual co lliery  an undue l ia b i l i t y  in  the 
production of pneumoconiosis.
SUMARY AND DISCUSSION
On the available data an endeavour has been made to  deter­
mine the incidence of pneumoconiosis among miners in  the 
Scottish  area.' While not absolutely d efin itiv e  i t  i s  suggested 
that the cer tif ica tio n  rate over a period of years i s  a measure. 
I t  emerges that compared with the cer tifica tio n  rate for the 
Scottish  area as a whole there is  a substantial variation  
throughout the four main co a lfie ld s , which variation is  even 
wider in  the separate d is tr ic ts  within these co a lfie ld s . In­
dividual p its  are often c ited  as being *bad p it s 1 but i t  appears 
that there i s  no re liab le evidence to support th is  opinion. 
Certificationsfrom individual p its  do not re flec t the risk  of 
these p its  because comparatively few men spend their i^iole work­
ing liv e s  in  a single p it . A ll these cases have been co llected  
but they are too few on which to  base any conclusion. The 
reasons for the varying incidence of the disease are discussed. 
Awareness of the disease and the leg is la tiv e  provisions and
differences in  the geological formations are not considered 
to he material influences between areas.
Age d istribution  of workers employed, closure of uneconomic 
p its  and dry working conditions appear favourable to a high 
ce r tif ic a tio n  rate. The possible contribution of tuberculous 
in fection  w ill  be discussed later in  connection with compli­
cated pneumoconiosis.
CHAPTER IX
PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN RELATION TO AGE AND YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT
During the six  years 1944-49, 1315 persons Were granted 
c e r tif ica te s  under the Schemes. It is  here proposed to 
analyse these according to age and period of employment,which 
is  the period of exposure to the dust hazard. The age is  
taken as at the date of f ir s t certifica tion .
TABLE 12
CERTIFICATIONS BY AGE GROUPS
Age Group
1 " UertTf 
Number
ications
%
30 & under 0 0.0
31-40 30 2.4
41-50 299 22.7
51-60 553 42.0
61-70 393 29.9
71 & over 40 3.1
A ll ages 1,315 100.0
Before proceeding to discuss the above table and sub­
sequent tables i t  should be emphasised that the percentage 
distribution  of cases by ages is  in relation to  the to ta l 
certifica tio n s over a l l  age groups. No attempt is  made to 
estimate the relative incidence of the disease in  d ifferent 
age groups, as th is  would involve knowledge of the population
(67)
at risk  at these ages* a matter on which no data are available 
for the period surveyed.
Thus i t  appears that in  the Scottish area only 2.4 per 
cent of certifica tio n s occur under the age of 41 years. This 
reveals quite clearly  that among Scottish coal-miners the main 
impact of disabling disease, which i s  the origin of applications 
and ce r tif ica tio n s , i s  almost en tirely  in  middle and la te  l i f e .
The next question for consideration is  in  relation  to  years 
of employment in  mining work to which the disease is  attributable 
The great majority of the men had spent their whole working 
liv e s  from the age of fourteen years, some even earlier , in  the 
mines, although in  some cases the period had been interrupted 
by service in  H.M.Forces during the F irst World War. A few 
had engaged for short periods in  non-mining occupations. In 
computing the period of employment in  mining, these extraneous 
occupations have been excluded.
TABLE 13. CERTIFICATIONS ACCORDING TO TEARS OF MINING
Employment f C ertifications 1
Years ! Number i % 1
j 20 and under ! 6 r . 0.5 I
21-30
00i-r o«1—I
31-40 1 113 I 39.0 1
41-50 S 421
I 8
I 32.0 |
51 & over  ^ 191 \ 14.5
Total j 1,315 i 100.0 |
CERTI FI CAT/ OA/ S B y  / \ 6rE B y
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I t  emerges that the disease seldom is  manifest under 
20 years of mining employment.
By representing the data of Tables 12 and 13 graphically 
one immediately recognizes that the disease in  relation  to age 
and years of employment for a l l  practical purposes follows an 
id en tica l course, except as would be expected by reason of the 
age of commencement in  employment, the employment curve lags 
15-20 years behind the age curve. Accordingly the age at 
ce r tif ic a tio n  may be regarded generally as a fa ir ly  accurate 
index of the period of employment though i t  i s  not an absolute 
measure in  individual cases.
I t  may be of in terest to analyse likew ise these same 
cer tif ica tio n s  according to th eir  origin  from the four main 
co a lfie ld s .
TABLE 14.
" CERTIFICATIONS BY AGE GROUPS AND COALFIELDS
Age
Groups
Coalfield
A  \ B 
Certs. %\ Certs.
I c
% Certs.
j D 
% Certs. ! %. - ' .. _ L .... - ....- X  ..
30 and 
under 0 0.0
f
o : 0 .0 j 0 ; 0 .0 0 0.0
31-40 16 ! 1.9 5 1 2.8 9 ? 5.0 0 \ 0 .0
41-50 181 22.0 50 ; 27.9 47 ■ 26.3 21 1 15.7
51-60 334 40.6 79 ; 44.2
i—i 
CO 45.4 59 44.0
61-70 258 31.4 44 i 24.6 1 40 j 22.4 51 1 38.1
H  anST 
over 34 4.1
i
1 ' 0.6
} I 
I I
' 2 : 1.1
i
3 1 2.2
Total 823 100.0 179 1 0 0 .0 1 179 : 100.0 134 ! ioo. o
From th is  tab le  i t  appears th a t the  percentage of the 
to ta l  c e r t if ic a t io n s  in  C oalfie lds a (35*5) and D (40*3) 
after the age of 60 years is  much greater than in  Coalfields 
B (25.2) and C (23 .5 ).
TABLE 15.
CERTIFICATIONS ACCORDING TO YEARS OF MINING EMPLOYMENT BY
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- — cnnzrmDs---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Coalfield
i-JlLLKA O .  V  V .IX  \J
Years
Certs.
A
%
£
Certs. %
c
Certs. %
D
Certs. %
20 & under 3 0.4 2 1.1 1 0.6 0 0 .0
21-30 103 12.4 31 17.4 37 20.7 13 9.6
31-40 3 1 2 37.4 78 43.7 78 43.7 45 33.3
41-50 264 31.7 60 33.6 49 27.4 48 35.5
51 & over 141 16.9 8 4.5 14 . 00 28 20.7
Total 823 100.0 179 100.0 179 100.0 134 100.0
As was found in  the whole Scottish  area age and period of 
employment run p arallel in  the separate co a lfie ld s  though the 
absolute number of cer tif ica tio n s  in  these areas are considerably 
d ifferen t. These analyses are for the f u l l  period of s ix  years 
1944-1949; i s  the experience uniform for individual years?
(70)
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in  the older age groups, ranging from 11 or 14.7 per cent in  
1944 to 152 or 39.9 per cent in  1949 among men over the age of 
60 years. This would appear to  he related to  the analysis in  
Table 14 from which i t  emerged that Coalfields A and D have a 
d efin ite ly  higher percentage of the to ta l cer tifica tio n s  in  
th is  advanced age group than have C oalfields B and C.
Lanarkshire (A) and Ayrshire (D) are the oldest coal-mining 
areas and in recent years there has been a considerable decline 
of mining in  the former (see Table 1), which has been accom­
panied by closure of uneconomic p its  and displacement of th eir  
man-power. This lends support to our previous contention that 
the increase of c e r tif ic a tio n  throughout the Scottish  area 
during the years 1944-1949 may have been due in  part to appli­
cations of displaced men, who though fee lin g  u n fit tr ied  to  
carry on as long as possib le. When th eir  own p its  closed down 
they f e l t  d isinclined  and indeed unfit for work elsewhere.
AGE IN RELATION TO DISABILITY
As previously explained an application i s  disposed of by 
either c e r tif ica tio n  or c e r tif ic a te  refused. In ce r tif ie d  
cases assessment of disablement (lo ss  of faculty) i s  on the 
basis of to ta l (T .D .), p artia l (P.D .), or no d isa b ility  (N.D.) 
and the degree of th is  disablement i s  as found at date of f ir s t
TABLE 17 .
CERTIFICATIONS BY AGE AND DISABILITY
(1315 cases)
Age Group y  T.
5  Cases1
s
1 
•
ft P.D.
Cases %
I N
!Cases1
.D.
%
Total 
Cases %
30 and under !  o 0.0 0 0.0 i  0 0.0 0 0.0
31-40 1 4 1.3 16 1.7
!
I 10 12.9 30 ? 2.4
41-50 ! 28 9.2 234 25.1
[I
! 37 48.1 299 ! 22.7
51-60 1 107 35.1 424 45.4 ! 22 28.6 553 i 42.0
61 &  over ! 166 54.4 259 27.8 ! n  1 8 10.4 433 1 33.0
A ll ages | 305 100.0 933 100.0 I 77 100.0 1315 | 100.0
Further elucidation of these same cases i s  possible by- 
examining the disposal of cases in  each separate group, in  which 
the to ta l number of c e r tifica tio n s  in  each particular age group 
i s  treated as 100 per cent.
C £ # T / F  1C A T / C A / S  8 y  f y l S A  G / L i r y  I V
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table i b .
CERTIFICATIONS BY DISABILITY IN SEPARATE AGE GROUPS
Age |
I  Groups Total 1
C ertifications J 
“ T .U : ....."T.'D. N.D.
No. % INo. % iNo. %
A ll
%
30 & under 0 of o.ol 0 0.0! 0 ! 0 .0 100.0
31-40 30 4 13.3' 16 53.3 10 33.3 100.0
41-50 299 28 9 A l 234
;
■78.3! 37 12.4 100.0
51-60 553 ! 107^19.41424 76.6 22 3.9 100.0
61 & over 433 i 166 38.3 259 59.8 8 1.8 1 100.0
A ll ages 1315 I 305 123.2 933 171.0 77 1 6 .0  ! 100.0
These tables and accompanying graph reveal quite c lear ly , 
though not unexpectedly, that the degree of d isa b ility  by 
reason of the disease increases with age. This does not mean 
that age per se i s  the only factor in  determining the degree 
of d isa b ility  for evidence w ill  la ter  be adduced to suggest 
that the type of disease i s  an important consideration.
SUMMARY
The 1315 ce r tifica tio n s  have been examined in  re la tion  to  
age and degree of d isa b ility  arising from the d isease. I t  i s  
concluded that the highest incidence of serious disablement 
occurs in  the advanced age groups.
(74)
CHAPTER I
FNEDMOC ONI OS IS II  GOAL MINING- OCCUPATIONS 
While a l l  the men examined in  the present investigation  
had been mainly employed underground in  c o l l ie r ie s ,  th is  under­
ground work embraces a variety  of occupations. Study of the 
detailed  industria l h istor ies  of the 1315 persons ce r tif ied  
indicates that in  most cases the individual has engaged in  
several processes. This i s  not surprising for coal-mining is  
a sk illed  craft which the new entrant must acquire by practical 
work progressively in  the many operations such as on the haulage, 
f i l l in g ,  and work at the coal face. Some, of course,special­
ise  in  repair and maintenance work, while others are promoted 
after c e r tif ic a te  examination to the supervisory grades,deputies 
and sh o t-firers.
A certain  number, however, gave information which showed 
that they had been mainly employed in  one type of work long 
enough to  suggest that any pneumoconiotic changes present were 
probably attributable to work in  th is  particular occupation.
This population, i t  was found, could conveniently be arranged 
according to occupation into four main groups. These are de­
fined below together with a description of the occupation. The 
d e fin it io n s ‘are in accordance with those given in  the Glossary 
of Mining Occupational Terms, prepared for the guidance of 
surgeons in  charge of Rehabilitation Centres and Medical 
Referees by the Ministry of Fuel and Power.
/ <7 c; !V i  o  J
1. Brusher and Stoneminer - a brusher i s  a workman engaged
in  ripping down the roof in  roadways so as to  make 
su ffic ien t height for travellin g  or tr a ff ic  purposes,and 
in  most cases he also moves and stows away the stone or 
rubbish, thus made, in  the roadways, A  stoneminer is  
engaged in  mine development as opposed to coal gettin g .
His work i s  in  stone, whereas the coal-miner works mainly 
in  coal. The two occupations, brusher and stoneminer,are 
largely  undertaken by the same persons, as work requires.
2. Fireman and Shotfirer. In Scotland the usual rractice
appears to be that these operations are carried out by 
the same individual. The shotfirer f ir e s  shots in  cases 
where b lasting operations are required.
3. Machineman -  the man in  charge of machines used in  some
seams to undercut the face of coal.
4. Hewer and Stripper. a  hewer i s  a man engaged in  the getting
of hand-wrought coal. a  stripper i s  a man engaged in  
breaking up coal after i t  has been under-cut by a coal- 
gutting machine. In many cases i t  is  very d if f ic u lt  to  
separate the two processes in  the industria l h isto r ie s  and 
for th is  reason they are considered together.
Certain arbitrary decisions as to the a llocation  of workmen 
to the special groups should be mentioned. a s  has been demon­
strated previously 99.54 per cent of ce r tif ied  cases of pneumo-
(76)
ccn iosis among coal-miners in  Scotland occur only a f te r  an ex­
posure of 20 years or more. Consequently only those men are 
included who indicated that th eir  recent underground work f e l l  
into one of these occupational groups and that th is  type of em­
ployment had been carried on by them for at lea st 20 years; or, 
i f  the period was le s s , that i t  constituted at lea st two-thirds 
of th eir  work in  the mines. A further proviso was that, with 
the exception of course of the f ir s t  group, there was no history  
of any substantial employment in  brushing or stonemining. Hewers 
who stated that they had done their own brushing were also ex­
cluded, although i t  i s  possible that some who did not specify  
th is  may have been included.
The to ta l number f u lf i l l in g  these requirements of the four 
special groups was 562, or 43 per cent of a l l  c e r t if ie d  cases, 
leaving 753 others whose exposure was of mixed type. The num­
bers were distributed among the groups as folloYrsi-
1. Brusher and Stoneminer - 261
2. Fireman and Shotfirer 35
3. Machineman 79
4. Hewer and Stripper 187
5. Others (mixed employment) 753
Total 1315
(77)
I t  should be emphasised th a t these figu res  are based on 
persons granted c e r t i f ic a te s  on account of pneumoconiosis and 
are not in  any way related to the numbers of these type of 
workers employed in  the coal-mining industry. Thus no in ­
dication can be derived from them of the re la tive  incidence of 
pneumoconiosis in  the various groups.
Some information about the disease in  these groups i s  
obtainable by c la ssify in g  them in  age groups, which as already 
suggested is  equivalent to years of exposure.
TABLE 19.
CERTIFICATIONS BY OCCUPATIONS AND AGE
j  Occupational Group
Group | Brusher j Fireman 1 ~ ’ 8 Hewer r~
and j and ihhchineman and Others
Stoneminer Shotfirer Stripper
— rxeFE’iT^rnigFFii:— t. .. -  _.r- < “ • :r~ : _ » . . . .  . <___. .
30 & 
under 0
X
\ 0 .0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 ; 0 .0 0 0.0
31-40 i 3 \ 1.4
I
0 0.0 5 6.3 2 1.2i 20 2.7
41t50 57 i 21.7 0 0.0 22 27.8 43 23.0 177 ; 23.5
51-60 111 1 42.2 11 31.5 38 47.9; 89| 47.61 304 j 40.3
61-70 84 ) 31.9 23 ; 65.7 14 17.6 46 ; 24.6;' 226 j 29.36
71 & 
over 6
I
i 2.3 1
j;
i  2.9: 0
j
; 0 .0 7
!
3.8, 26 | 3.5
All
ages 261
r
!f io o .o 35 flOO.Oj 79 i io o .o l 187 i100.0 1 753 1 100.0
( 1-71 ■)
V • O  j
When allowance is  made fo r the gross v a r ia tio n s  in  the 
size of the separate groups, no striking difference emerges 
except perhaps that the percentage o f cer tifica tio n s  among 
machinemen appears somewhat higher in  the age groups under 
the age 51 years. The type of disease in  these occupational 
groups i s  discussed la ter  (see p.84 ) .
SUMMARY
The cer tifica tio n s  have been reviewed in  relation  to  
special occupational groups and the age of the workmen in  
these groups.
In describing the radiological and pathological appearance 
of pneumoconiosis, the d isease, following Davies and Mann, was 
c la ss if ie d  into two main types, simple pneumoconiosis and com­
plicated  pneumoconiosis. The former includes d iscrete nodu- 
la tion  and dust reticu la tion , while the la tte r  embraces a l l  
degrees of massive fib ro s is .
It i s  now proposed to discuss these two types of the d is­
ease as they have occurred in  the 1315 ce r tif ied  cases. For 
convenience of presentation, however, discussion w ill  be re­
str ic ted  to complicated pneumoconiosis. I t w ill be apparent 
to readers that conversely th is  w ill r e flec t simple pneumo­
con iosis.
Of the 1315 cases c e r t if ie d  during the years 1944-1949,
358 (27.2 per cent) presented the radiological appearances of 
complicated pneumoconiosis.
TABLE__20.
COMPLICATED PNEUIDCOLIOSIS AND TOTAL DISABLEMENT— ----------Tsrsmmrrm!r~~—” — ~
Y e a r
c e r t i f l c a t 1 o h s  J 
N u m b e r
C o m p l ' i c a t  eel P n 'eum oc  o n l o s i  s  
c a s e s  J % 1 a b l e m e n t  
c a s e s  %
1944
D
76 i 27 | 35.5 27 35.5
1945 125 ! 37 1 30.0 31 24.8 ’
1946
1 ' ' ■ ................... ,
154 62 40.0 ; 45 29.2
1947 292
i
78 ; 26.7 I 75 25.7
1948 289 74 25.6 S 64 22.2
1949 379 80 21.1 1 63 16.6
A ll years 1315 358 27.2 |305 23.2
Thus i t  appears that throughout the six  years there has 
been a d efin ite  increase in  the absolute number of certifications  
by reason of complicated pneumoconiosis but the percentage in ­
cidence of these cer tifica tio n s  in  each year has decreased sub­
s ta n tia lly  from 35#5 in  1944 to 21.1 in  1949. The percentage 
incidence of c e r tif ic a te s  of to ta l disablement has declined in  
lik e  manner. Complicated pneumoconiosis does not necessarily  
involve to ta l disablement and the double trend noted above 
would suggest that cMmants are coming forward more readily at 
an ear lier  stage of the disease and before they are wholly in ­
capacitated for work. This, as previously explained, was to
be expected esp ec ia lly  after 5th July, 1948, as under the 
National Insurance (Industrial Injuries) A ct,1946, c e r ti­
fica tio n  no longer involved suspension from work and disable­
ment benefit was payable without regard to  earnings.
The next problem which presents is  whether or not there 
ex is ts  any relation  between the age of the applicant and the 
type of pneumoconiosis.
TABLE 21.
TYPE OF PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN RELATION TO AGE 
(Scottish  Area)
™ T ~'Certifications
f IXum'KAge G-roup ! Number
Complicated' Fheumoconiosis 
  Cases % of age group'
30 and under) 0
3 1 - 4 0  ) 30
4 1 - 5 0  ) 299
51 -  60 ) 553
6 1 - 7 0  ) 393
71 & over ) 40
0
4
49
146
4
195
o .o ;
13.3. 13.3
l « i l 5 9
16-4 b ?  Q26.4)22.9
37.1)og »7
32.5)
A ll ages
The percentage incidence of complicated pneumoconiosis pro­
gressively  increases with age and conversely (by difference) 
the percentage incidence of simple pneumoconiosis d eclin es. 
Whereas under the age of 41 years complicated pneumoconiosis 
accounts for 13.3 per cent of cases, over the age of 60 years
( o \
V  U  c-J j
the figu re  is  36*7 per c e n t., while in term ediate ly  41-60 
years i t  accounts for 22.9 per cent. This suggests that 
age, the equivalent of period of exposure to  r isk , i s  a 
factor in  the production of massive fib rosis  or complicated 
pneumoconiosis. So i t  appears for the whole Scottish  area, 
but does i t  apply equally in  the constituent coa lfie ld s?  
TABLE 22.
COMPLICATED PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN YEARS AND COALFIELDS
CoalHelcT ^Scottish .area,
Year
>
Certs.
y Id I 
I !MCerta. % Certi 
> C.P, 1 C.P.
C D 
3.1 % (Certs < | % \ 
! c.p.; !  C.Pi
Certs. %
C.P.
1944 40 '32.5 15 * 33.3 9 33.3 12 50.0 76 35.5
1945 75 24.0 17 I 35.0 20 40.0 13 38.4 125 30.0
1946 96 40.6 24 1 33.3 26 45.0 8 37.5 154 40.0
1947 196 29.0 31 * 19.3 39 23.0 26 130.8 ! 292 26.7
1948 171 28.0 48 j 20.8 38 21.0 32 S 2 5 .0 ! 289 25.6
1949 245 20.0 44 f 22.9! 47 \ 27.7 < 43 1 * 121.0! 379 21.1
rAll years 823 27.2 179 1 2 5 .0 | 179 128.6: ! 134 12 9 .0 j 1315 27.2
TABLE 23,
TYPE OF PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN RELATION TO~ ~ i a a r ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
(C oalfields)
Age Group A 1
CoaUieia".....
B ! C |
f
1D S cottish  Area
Certs.I % Certs,
I c . P . I
7o Certs, 
C.P.I
%
C.P.<
Certs . % Certs. 
1C. PA jol 
......1
|30 & under 0
i  1 1 
0 .0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
........ ,i
oo.o 0.0
P  '
3 1 - 4 0 16
; i
12. Si 5 20.0 9 s11.0 0 ! 0 .0  30 13.3
41 -  50 181
i
13.8 50 20.0; 47 i 17.0 21, 128.6 299 16.4
51 - 60 334
i.
26.0 79 27.8 81 *28.4 59 23.7 553 S 26.4-
61 & over 292 37.3 45 26.0 42 I45.2 54 35.2 433 j 36.7
A ll ages 823
1 f 
27.2: 179 I
1
25. Cj
1 7 9 !
DO 00 .
00 1—1 29.01315 I
\ |i 27.2 1
The separate coa lfie ld s present a pattern almost id en tica l 
with the whole Scottish area, and th is in  sp ite of the d iversity  
of the to ta l numbers in  each and in  the separate age groups*
Thus while the percentage incidence of complicated pneumocon­
io s is  for the Scottish  area i s  27*2 the corresponding figures 
for the coa lfie ld s A, B, C and D are respectively 27.2, 25.0, 
28.6 and 29.0, with such diverse numbers of to ta l certifica tion s  
as 823, 179, 179 and 134. The same i s  true i f  individual age 
groups are examined.
A ll th is  lends support to the tentative conclusion that 
age, the equivalent of period of exposure to risk , i s  a factor
in the production of massive fibrosis or complicated pneumo­
con iosis.
In a previous section  we discussed the incidence of c e r t i-  ' 
fica tion s of pneumoconiosis in  separate coal-mining occupations. c 
how i t  may be of some in terest to  investigate the type of the 
disease in  these same groups. t
TABLE 24.
TYPE OF PNETOCOKIOSIS IN 0CCUPATIC1AL GROUPS
I! Brasher & 1 Fireman SiMachine- Hewer & 
Age Group! Stoneminer Shotfirer man Stripper 
1 CertsJ % Cert si. % Certs. % Cert si. %
I? C.P. 5 C.P. ?C.P. 1 C.P.
Others 
Certs.! %
) C.P.
r
50 & unde i| 60 23.3 0 0.0 27 15.0 45 13.3 197 14.7
51 - 60 | 111 36.0 11 27.3 38 28.9 89 19.1 304 25.0
1 2
61 & overy 90 45.5 24 25.0 14 35.7 53 35.9 252 34.7
i i l l ages !■ 261 36.0 35 525.7 79 25.3 187 22.7 753  ^ 25.6
This again re flec ts  the increasing incidence of compli­
cated pneumoconiosis with advancing age as already noted in  
the whole Scottish  area and in  the individual co a lfie ld s . In 
the case of brushers and stoneminers, that i s ,  miners whose 
work is  predominantly in  the stone as compared with those who 
are mainly employed in  the getting or handling of coal, the 
incidence of complicated pneumoconiosis not only increases with 
age but i s  re la tiv e ly  more common at a l l  ages. This suggests 
that working in  stone may be a further factor in  the causation
of complicated pneumoconiosis* Massive f ib ro s is  or com- • 
plicated pneumoconiosis is  a more advanced pathological state  
than simple pneumoconiosis. While in  general the more advanced , 
the degree and type of the disease the more advanced is  the 
degree of disablement, simple pneumoconiosis may cause to ta l
c
disablement and complicated pneumoconiosis may s t i l l  be con­
sisten t with considerable working capacity. This is  regularly  
revealed by the number of men who appear for examination and 
who record that they have worked regularly for years immediately 
previously* The actual facts of the cases in  the present 
series may be worthy of scrutiny.
TABLE 25.
DISABLEMENT II  COMPLICATED PKBUMOCONIOSIS
(358 cases)
.e
■ (Total Disablem ents PartlaT'l^Isa'bTemeift’TNo Disable-
Age Group) f  ! . . - „ „ m e n t   
^otallCVFT
icertsicases %
to ta l
certs.
TJ7F."..r
cases ; %
%
30 & under
s
0
t --------------- 7
! o 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 .0 -
CO
 
i—1 i o 
j i i
: 4 I i 25.0 16 3 18.8 10 0.0
41 - 50 i 28 14 50.0 234 35 14.9 37 o.o
51 - 60 S 107 \ 62 57.9 424 84 19.8 22 0.0 :
o* i—'
 
I o | 156 i 9 4 ; 60.3 232 52 I 22.4 5 0 . 0
71 &  over L 10
is
I 8 S 80.0 27 5 5 18.5 3 o.o  •
A ll ages | 305 i IS 58.7 933 179 ! 19.2 77 0 . 0
Complicated pneumoconiosis, i t  appears, has in  every 
case caused some degree of disablement. In the case of 
to ta l disablement certifica tio n s 58.7 per cent exhibited com­
plicated pneumoconiosis. Simple and complicated pneumoconiosis 
have both resulted in  to ta l incapacity for work. However, 
while 50 per cent of the 358 persons suffering from complicated 
pneumoconiosis were certified  to be to ta lly  disabled, the 
corresponding figure in  respect of the 957 cases of simple 
pneumoconiosis was only 13.2 per cent.
So far then evidence has been adduced which suggests that 
age or period at risk  is  a factor in  the etiology of massive 
fib rosis or complicated pneumoconiosis. In individual 
occupations stone work may be another contributory factor. 
Throughout the literature reference i s  always made to the in ­
fluence of in fection , notably tuberculosis, but relative to the 
present cases we have no direct information on th is  aspect of 
the problem. I t  i s  possible, however, to study our cases in  
conjunction with o ff ic ia l  s ta t is t ic s  on tuberculosis. accord­
ing to  the la te s t  published figures of the Kegistrar-G-eneral 
for Scotland (1936) the comparative mortality rate for coal­
mining ,occupations is  108.2 (average 100). I t  i s  stated that 
th is mortality rate i s  consistently above the average for each 
age, and is  largely due to deaths from accidental causes and • 
respiratory diseases. Mining and Quarrying occupations are
l is te d  among those showing a low m ortality rate from respiratory 
tuberculosis (70), but on the other hand these same occupations 
have a high mortality rate from bronchitis and pneumonia (151). 
I f ,  as i s  frequently stated, complicated pneumoconiosis re­
presents dust fib ro sis  modified by tuberculous in fection  or 
indeed a modified manifestation of tuberculosis in  a dusted 
lung, i t  would be reasonable to expect that complicated pneumo­
coniosis would in  general vary d irectly  with the incidence of 
tuberculosis in  separate coal-mining areas. This i s  a l l  the 
more probable as most miners tend to spend their whole liv e s  
in  the same geographical area*
For convenience the following facts are reproduced:
TABLE 26.
INCIDENCE OF PNEUMOCONIOSIS BY COALFIELDS
(1315 certifica tio n s)
Pneumoconiosis Coalfield
A
cases % cases %
C
cases %
D
cases %
simple 600 72.8 134 75.0 128 .
i—i 95 71.0
complicated 223 27.2 45 25. C 51 28.6 39 29.0
This reveals that the percentage incidence of c e r tifica tio n s  
of the two types of pneumoconiosis i s  almost id en tica l in  the 
four co a lfie ld s . I t  has been shown, however, that the c e r t i­
fica tio n  rate (see page 52) varies throughout these co a lfie ld s .
(88)
These rates are A 4. 61, B 1.96, C 3.73, and D 2.34. I t  i s
now possible to relate the cer tifica tio n  rates of pneumo­
coniosis to the death rate for respiratory tuberculosis and
bronchitis and pneumonia in  the corresponding areas as record­
ed by the Registrar-General (1936).
TABLE 27.
PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN RELATION TO RESPIRATORY TUBERCULOSIS
11© BRONCHITIS AND PnEUMoNIa
| Deaths ;per 1000 Coalfield and i
Area popula:;ion Pneumoconiosis
Re sp. Bronchitis Cert. Rate
Tub. & Pneumonia!. . . ____ -
Lanark County 0.82 2.97
Airdrie Burgh 0.61 2.26 | Simple 3.36
Hamilton Burgh 0.66 2.43 | a .  Complicated 1.25
Motherwell & | A ll 4.61 1
Wishaw Burghs 0.61 2.49 IS tir lin g  County 0.57 1.85 1Falkirk Burgh 0.70 • 2.38 1
Fife County 0.52 1.47
Cowdenbeath 0.42 - Simple 1.47 I
Lochgelly 0.40 - B. Complicated 0.49
Leven 0.38 - A ll 1.96
Buckhaven & Methil 0.57 - I
Midlothian County 0.78 1.96
Dalkeith 0.51 -
Loanhead 0.64 - Simple 2.66
East Lothian County 0.54 1.18 C. Complicated 1.07
Tranent 1.01 - A ll 3.7S
Prestonpans 0.49 -
Ayr County 0.57 1.69 Simple 1.66
Cumnock & Holmhead 0.44 - D. Complicated 0.68
• All 2.34
(89)
In th is  comparison there is  a possible source of fa llacy  
in  so far as the population used by the Registrar-General com­
prises a l l  ages whereas the pneumoconiosis c e r tif ic a tio n  rate 
i s  based on a male population aged 14 years and upwards. 
Furthermore, these figures relate to mortality from tuberculosis 
and not to tuberculous in fection . a s  revealed by tuberculin  
te s ts  on adults, however, i t  i s  to  be expected that p ractica lly  
a l l  the miners who were cer tified  were tuberculin p ositive .
I t  emerges that the cer tifica tio n  rate of pneumoconiosis 
(and i t  applies equally to simple and complicated pneumocon­
io s is )  in  the four main Scottish coa lfie ld s runs fa ir ly  
parallel to the death rates for respiratory tuberculosis and 
acute respiratory in fection  in  the same areas.
It has already been remarked that according to the 
Registrar-General (1936) the comparative mortality rate from 
tuberculosis among miners i s  low - 70, a fact which has long 
been remarked. Ogle (1885) in  the Decennial Supplement to  
the Report of the Registrar-General observes:
’’The mortality of coal miners from phthisis i s  remarkably 
low, especia lly  when their l ia b i l i t y  to ir r ita t io n .o f
the lungs from dust............. i s  taken into account”.
In the succeeding Decennial Supplement Tatham (1897) writes: 
’’Coal miners as a class do not su ffer excessively from
pulmonary consumption, their mortality being scarcely  
more than half the standard among occupied males”.
(90)
Many other observers have confirmed these statements and 
sc ie n tis ts  have sought an explanation. Gardner (1933) 
demonstrated that f coal dust in h ib its the growth of the 
tubercle b a c illu s1 and Cummins (1934) writes:
”The coal miner seems to  escape because coal dust so 
modifies and detoxicates the phth isical lung lesions that 
the condition of tuberculosis, though present, escapes re­
cognition and is  therefore absent from the death reports on 
which the Registrar-General1s death s ta t is t ic s  are based”.
t
In e ffec t the submission of authors and many others 
i s  that in fective  fib ro s is , massive fib ro sis  and complicated 
pneumoconiosis represent modified tuberculosis.
Our analysis of 1315 cases of pneumoconiosis in  Scottish  
coal-miners shows that the incidence of c er tifica tio n  in  the 
separate coa lfie ld s i s  c lo se ly  p ara lle l to the respiratory 
tuberculosis mortality rate in  the same areas. The rea lly  
sign ificant conclusion,however, i s  that th is  applies equally 
whether the disease i s  simple pneumoconiosis or complicated 
pneumoconiosis. This then would appear to suggest that i f  
there is  some relation  between coal-miners1 pneumoconiosis and 
tuberculous in fection , i t  i s  in  inducing the disease in  general 
rather than any particular type. What then determines com­
plicated pneumoconiosis? In our opinion, as already discussed, 
age i s  the material factor and age i s  an index of period of
(91)
exposure at risk . Stone dust may be another factor. This 
points to  q u an tity  and quality of dust.
It i s  not claimed that we have proved that complicated 
pneumoconiosis i s  essen tia lly  due to quantity and quality of 
the noxious dust cloud, but we do suggest that these are im­
portant factors hitherto obscured by the emphasis on the part 
played by the tubercle b acillu s.
In the elucidation of the etiology of pneumoconiosis, th is  
complex problem of the separate or combined rftles of dust and 
the tubercle b a c illu s , i s  the greatest challenge to the experi­
mental pathologist. Though as yet we do not know the answer 
we cannot delay preventive action. The control of airborne 
dust demands the unremitting attention of a l l  engaged in  mining 
coal (Bryan, 1947,1948,1949, Meiklejohn,1950).
SUMMARY
The 1315 cer tif ied  cases of pneumoconiosis are reviewed 
with particular reference to the occurrence of complicated 
pneumoconiosis. This i s  discussed in  relation  to age in ­
cidence, degree of accompanying incapacity for work, nature of 
employment in  the mines and the role of tuberculous in fection .
CHAPTER I I I  I
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON POST-MORTEM EXPERIENCE AMONG SCOTTISH 
  ----------------------------— ,(JOAT-lgl,ME'R'S-----------------  :------------------ -
Our purpose here i s  to  record our experience of post­
mortem findings in  relation  to the 1914 applicants.
Up to  31st December, 1950, the Medical Board had in - j j
vestigated  by post-mortem examination the deaths of 116 of 
t h e s e  workmen and in  88 of these i t  was cer tified  that the j
death of the workman had been caused either by pneumoconiosis 
or by pneumoconiosis accompanied by tuberculosis. I t  should j 
be explained that 1 death has been caused by1 includes not j j
only cases in  which death was en tire ly  attributable to the 
disease but also a l l  cases in  v/hich the pneumoconiosis mater-
*  i j
ia l ly  contributed to the fa ta l issu e . In the remaining 28 j
cases death was due to causes other than pneumoconiosis, J j
although as w ill appear a degree of pneumoconiosis was present 
in  some of them. This d if f ic u lt  problem of death ce r tif ica tio n  1 
in  relation  to s i l ic o s is ,  which applies equally to coal-miners* 
pneumoconiosis, has been carefully reviewed by Meiklejohn (1949).j
DEATHS DUE TO PNEUMOCuNIOSIS j
!
Of the 88 cases in  th is  category, 55 -showed complicated 
pneumoconiosis and 33 simple pneumoconiosis. In 72 death was 
d irectly  attributable to the disease and i t s  in tegral compli­
cations, while in  the other 16 i t  was a material contributory 
factor. The post-mortem examination and h isto lo g ica l in v esti-
gation in  every instance were completed by a sp ec ia lis t  
pathologist,
TABLE 28,
DEATH DUE TO PMEUMOCOMIOSIS ACCORDING- TO TERMINAL EVENT
(72 sases)
Type of Pneumoconiosis 
Simple Complicated
. . . . . . . .  • «  . . . . i . ii J ,  i . . .  .  . . .  ,  m .
Terminal Event
O
•
oJ25 cases j  No, of cases \ i
;;
17 j  32 J Congestive heart fa ilure
2 10 Active tuberculosis of lungs
'i i ^ i
6
i
I 2
ji
Pneumonia
1
1
j  . 1 
I
! j  
\ Empyema
0
1
.j 1
p
1 i'
I Spontaneous pneumothorax
26 | 46
1
In 16 other cases extraneous diseases were present but in  
a l l  of these the degree of pneumoconiosis v/as so advanced as to  
be adjudged, for cer tif ica tio n  purposes under the compensation 
scheme, the determining cause of death.
(94)
]
TABLE 29. I
DEATH DDE TO PNEUMOCONIOSIS IN ASSOCIATION WITH EXTRANEOUS
ETJSESSliT.... ............ ............. .
(16 cases)
Type of Pneumoconiosis 
Simple Complicated
Extraneous Disease ,
2
.
4 Coronary artery disease
2 1 M itral disease
1 0 P e r ic a rd itis
0 4 Early g a s tr ic  carcinoma
1 0 Perforated g a s tr ic  u lce r ]
1 0 Papillom atosis of urinary 
bladder
7
...................................... ...... . . .
9
Thus i t  ©merges th a t actiT© tub ercu lo sis  o f the lungs
occurred in  18*7 per cent of these 88 deaths a ttr ib u te d  to  
pneumoconiosis, 6 per cent associa ted  w ith  simple pneumoconiosis 
and 18*2 per cent associated  with complicated pneumoconiosis#
Mcfitti© (1949) in  a sim ilar ana lysis  of BOO cases among South
(95)
Wales coal-miners records an incidence of tuberculosis of 
3.5 per cent among 86 cases of simple pneumoconiosis and 
29.9 per cent among 214 cases of complicated tu b ercu lo sis .
The numbers, other considerations ap a rt, are too small 
fo r comparative purposes or to  re f le c t  accurately  the in ­
fluence of tub ercu lo sis  on pneumoconiosis. I t  does appear, 
however, that f a ta l  tubercu losis  i s  more commonly associated  
with complicated than with simple pneumoconiosis#
DEATHS WOT DUE TO -PmJMQCONlOSIS
This group numbered 28. Of these , 20 during l i f e  had 
been granted cer tif ica te s  in  respect of pneumoconiosis and 
th is  diagnosis was confirmed at necropsy in  a l l  cases. The 
death, however, had not been caused or m ate ria lly  accelera ted  
by the disease, but was due to  extraneous causes# I t  i s  fa ir  
to record that in  many cases the extraneous d isease was re ­
cognized by the Medical Board in  the course of the original 
c lin ic a l examination#
TABLE 30,
C E R T IF IE D  CASES -  DEATH DUE TO EXTRANEOUS 
  -------------------------BIO SES— ---------------- ------------- ----
( 2 0  c a s e s )
C a u s e  o f  D e a t h N o . o f  c a s e s
P r i m a r y  b r o n c h i a l  c a r c i n o m a ! . . . . . 4  - . j
C a r c i n o m a  -  o t h e r  o r g a n s . .5. . ..... !
L y m p h o s a r c o m a 1  ;
L y m p h a d e n o m a
5
i  !
S t r a n g u l a t e d  h e r n i a
j ' ' i n ,  g
i  i
C o r o n a r y  t h r o m b o s i s L  _ 4 ___________ 1
S u b a r a c h n o i d  h a e m o r r h a g e
I . . . . .  ;
(j
i  1
N e p h r i t i s
Ja
1  ^
R e t i c u l o s i s 1
R h e u m a t o i d  a r t h r i t i s 1
2 0
I n  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  8  c a s e s  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  w a s  n o t  d i a g n o s e d  
d u r i u g  l i f e  a n d  a  c e r t i f i c a t e  w a s  a c c o r d i n g l y  r e f u s e d .  T h e s e  
8  c a s e s  w e r e  a l l  n o t i f i e d  t o  t h e  M e d i c a l  B o a r d  a n d  a  n e c r o p s y  
w a s  c o m p l e t e d ;  o t h e r s  r e f u s e d  a  c e r t i f i c a t e  d u r i n g  l i f e  m a y  
h a v e  d i e d  h u t  a s  n o  c l a i m  f o r  a  c e r t i f i c a t e  o f  d e a t h  u n d e r  
t h e  s c h e m e s  w a s  m a d e ,  t h e  M e d i c a l  B o a r d  h a d  n o  o p p o r t u n i t y  o f  
p o s t - m o r t e m  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  I n  4  c a s e s  t h e r e  w a s  n o  e v i d e n c e
(97)
o f  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  a n d  i n  t h e  o t h e r  4  c a s e s  i t  w a s  o f  s u c h  
s l i g h t  d e g r e e  t h a t  i t  w o u l d  n o t  a p p e a r  r a d i o l o g i c a l l y .  
TABLE 3 1 .
REFUSED CASES -  DEATH DUE TO EXTRANEOUS 
---------------- “  C SP5 IS3 ------------------------ --------------
( 8  c a s e s )
C a u s e  o f  D e a t h W o . o f  c a s e s
P r i m a r y  b r o n c h i a l  c a r c i n o m a 2
C a r c i n o m a  -  o t h e r  o r g a n a 1
C o r o n a r y  t h r o m b o s i s 2
M i t r a l  d i s e a s e 1
P e r f o r a t e d  g a s t r i c  u l c e r 1
B r o n c h i t i s  a n d  e m p h y s e m a 1
8
SUMMARY
O f  t h e  1 9 1 4  a p p l i c a n t s ,  w h i c h  a r e  t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  study, 
t h e  d e a t h  i n  1 1 6  c a s e s  h a s  b e e n  i n v e s t i g a t e d  by post-mortem 
e x a m i n a t i o n  by t h e  M e d i c a l  Board# I n  each i n s t a n c e  t h e  post­
m o r t e m  e x a m i n a t i o n  w a s  c o n d u c t e d  by a  sp e c ia lis t  p a th o lo g is t. 
T h e  c a u s e s  o f  death h a v e  been reviewed in  re la tio n  t o  the d is ­
p o s a l  o f  t h e  c a s e s  in  l i f e .  There i s  almost c o m p l e t e  cor­
r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  diagnosis in. l i f e  and a t death. Tuber-
(98)
t
d u l o s i s  a s  a  f a t a l  c o m p l i c a t i o n  a p p e a r s  m o r e  c o m m o n ly  i n  
c o m p l i c a t e d  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  t h a n  i n  s i m p l e  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s .  
T h i s  a c c o r d s  w i t h  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e  a m o n g  S o u t h  W a l e s  c o a l ­
m i n e r s .
(99)
CHAPTER X I I I  
RE-EX A M N A TIO K  OF REFUSED CASES 
A s  h a s  b e e n  s t a t e d  e a r l i e r  5 9 9  o f  t h e  1 9 1 4  a p p l i c a n t s  
d u r i n g  t h e  s i x  y e a r s  1 9 4 4 - 4 9  w e r e  r e f u s e d  a  c e r t i f i c a t e  i n  
r e s p e c t  o f  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s .  I t  w i l l  h e  r e c a l l e d ,  h o w e v e r ,  
f r o m  t h e  e x p l a n a t i o n s  g i v e n  i n  c h a p t e r  1  t h a t  a  n u m b e r  o f  
t h o s e  i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e  c e r t i f i c a t i o n s  w e r e  r e f u s e d  i n  t h e  f i r s t  
i n s t a n c e  t h r o u g h  l a c k  o f  s p e c i f i c  e v i d e n c e  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e  b u t  
w e r e  s u b s e q u e n t l y  g r a n t e d  c e r t i f i c a t e s  o n  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  f o l l o w ­
i n g  f u r t h e r  a p p l i c a t i o n .  T h i s  n u m b e r  ( 1 2 6 )  a d d e d  t o  t h e  5 9 9  
p e r s i s t e n t l y  r e f u s e d  c a s e s  m a k e s  a  t o t a l  o f  7 2 5  w ho  w e r e  r e f u s e d  
c e r t i f i c a t e s  a t  t h e  f i r s t  e x a m i n a t i o n .  O f  t h e s e  3 1 2  m a d e  a p p l i ­
c a t i o n  f o r  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  o n  o n e  o r  m o r e  o c c a s i o n s *
An a t t e m p t  i s  m a d e  i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  t o  e x a m i n e  t h e  d i s p o s a l  
of a l l  a p p l i c a t i o n s  i n  w h i c h  a  c e r t i f i c a t e  w a s  r e f u s e d  a t  t h e  
f ir s t  e x a m i n a t i o n .  T h e  c a s e s  c o n s i d e r e d  h e r e  a r e  t h o s e  
in i t ia l ly  r e f u s e d  i n  t h e  1 9 4 4 - 4 9  s e r i e s  b u t  w i t h  t h e  o b j e c t  o f  
giving a p p l i c a n t s  i n  t h e  y e a r  1 9 4 9  w ho  w e r e  n o t  g r a n t e d  a  c e r t i ­
fica te  o p p o r t u n i t y  f o r  f u r t h e r  e x a m i n a t i o n ,  t h e  p e r i o d  o f  r e v i e w  
has b e e n  e x t e n d e d  t o  3 1 s t  D e c e m b e r ,  1 9 5 0 .  T h i s  i n  e f f e c t  m e a n s  
that a l l  c a s e s  h a v e  h a d  a  m in im u m  p e r i o d  o f  o n e  y e a r  i n  w h i c h  
t o  m a k e  f u r t h e r  a p p l i c a t i o n s ,  w h i l e  t h o s e  w ho  o r i g i n a l l y  a p p l i e d  
e a r l y  in  1 9 4 4  h a v e  h a d  n e a r l y  s e v e n  y e a r s .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  t h e r e  
i s  no r e s t r i c t i o n  a s  t o  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  t i m e s  o n  w h i c h  r e ­
(100)
a p p l i c a t i o n  c a n  b e  m a d e  b u t ,  a s  w i l l  a p p e a r ,  t h o s e  w h o  d o  
r e - a p p l y  u s u a l l y  d o  s o  w i t h i n  t w e l v e  m o n t h s  o f  t h e  o r i g i n a l
r e f u s a l  a n d  f e w  p r o c e e d  b e y o n d  t w o  r e - a p p l i c a t i o n s .  O ne  w o r k -  i
!
m a n  d i d ,  i n  f a c t ,  m a k e  n i n e  r e - a p p l i c a t i o n s .  E ach , c a s e  i s  
f i n a l l y  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  c e r t i f i c a t e  g r a n t e d  o r  c e r t i f i c a t e  r e f u s e d  
a n d  t h i s  m ay  f o l l o w  t h e  f i r s t  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  o r  a  s u b s e q u e n t  r e ­
e x a m i n a t i o n .  A c c o r d i n g l y  a f t e r  e a c h  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  t h e  n u m b e r  
w ho  d o  o r  c a n  p r o c e e d  t o  f u r t h e r  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  p r o g r e s s i v e l y  
d i m i n i s h e s .  !
I n  o r d e r  t o  p r e s e n t  t h e  d a t a  t o  c o v e r  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  r e ­
e x a m i n a t i o n s  a n d  t h e  t i m e  i n t e r v a l  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a r b i t r a r y  p r o ­
c e d u r e  h a s  b e e n  a d o p t e d .
T h e  o r i g i n a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  i n i t i a l  e x a m i n a t i o n ,  
a n d  s o  t h e  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n s  a r e  o n e ,  t w o  t o  n i n e  a s  s e t  o u t  i n  
c o l u m n  1  o f  T a b l e  3 2 .
I f  o n l y  o n e  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  w a s  m a d e  t h e n  t h e  d i s p o s a l  i s  
r e c o r d e d  a s  c e r t i f i c a t e  g r a n t e d  (C )  o r  r e f u s e d  (R )  i n  t h e  
a p p r o p r i a t e  y e a r  c o l u m n ,  ( e . g . )  o n e  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  m a d e  b e t w e e n  
3  a n d  4  y e a r s  w o u l d  b e  r e c o r d e d  a s  C o r  R i n  c o l u m n s  8  ( - 4 )  
o p p o s i t e  1 .  On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d  a  w o r k m a n  m i g h t  p r o c e e d  t o  f i v e  
r e - e x a m i n a t i o n s  c e a s i n g  f i n a l l y  b e t w e e n  4  a n d  5 y e a r s ;  t h i s  
c a s e  w o u l d  f a l l  o p p o s i t e  5  a s  C o r  R i n  c o l u m n  9  ( - 5 ) .  C o lu m n  
2 g i v e s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  e x a m i n e e s  c a r r i e d  f o r w a r d  t o  e a c h  r e ­
e x a m i n a t i o n  w h i l e  c o l u m n  1 2  g i v e s  t h e  n u m b e r  f i n a l l y  d i s p o s e d
(101)
o f  a t  e a c h  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  u p  t o  t h e  e n d  o f  D e c e m b e r ,  1 9 5 0 .
I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  c o l u m n s  2  a n d  1 2  r e ­
p r e s e n t s  t h e  n u m b e r  p r o c e e d i n g  t o  t h e  n e x t  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n .  
T h u s  4 7  m a d e  3 r e - a p p l i c a t i o n s  a n d  o f  t h e s e  2 2  w e r e  d i s p o s e d  
o f ,  c e r t i f i c a t e  g r a n t e d  6 ,  r e f u s e d  1 6 ,  w h o  d i d  n o t  p e r s i s t ;  
t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  i s  2 5  ( 4 7  m i n u s  2 2 )  p r o c e e d i n g  t o  f u r t h e r  r e ­
e x a m i n a t i o n .
(102)
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T h e  a r e a  f r a m e d  i n  r e d  i s  t h e  i m p o r t a n t  p a r t  o f  t h e  t a b l e ,  
b e c a u s e  t h e  t i m e  p e r i o d  o f  o n e  y e a r  p e r m i t s  a m p l e  o p p o r t u n i t y  
f o r  r e - e x a m i n a t i o n  a n d  b e f o r e  f u r t h e r  e x p o s u r e  m i g h t  r e a s o n a b l y  
a l t e r  t h e  c o n d i t i o n .  I t  e m e r g e s  t h a t  o f  7 2 5  c a s e s  w ho  w e r e  
r e f u s e d  a  c e r t i f i c a t e  o n  t h e  i n i t i a l  e x a m i n a t i o n ,  3 1 2  m a d e  r e -
a p p l i c a t i o n  a n d  o f  t h e s e  1 3 8  w e r e  f i n a l l y  d i s p o s e d  o f  w i t h i n  
o n e  y e a r .  I n  t h a t  p e r i o d  6 4  o r  8 . 8  p e r  c e n t  o f  t h e  o r i g i n a l  
7 2 5  w e r e  g r a n t e d  a  c e r t i f i c a t e .  I t  i s  s u b m i t t e d  t h a t  t h i s  
r e p r e s e n t s  a  v e r y  s m a l l  p r o p o r t i o n  a s  t h e r e  a r e  a l w a y s  a  l a r g e  
n u m b e r  o f  b o r d e r l i n e  c a s e s  w h i c h  c a u s e  d i f f i c u l t y  b e c a u s e  o f  
t h e  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  r a d i o l o g i c a l  t e c h n i q u e  a n d  i n  t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  
t h e  f i l m s  ( F l e t c h e r  a n d  O l d h a m , 1 9 4 9 ) .
SUMMARY, conclusions aud RECOMMEMDATIQNS 
Pneumoconiosis of coal-miners as an incapacitating  
disease resulting in  considerable wastage of labour in  the 
mining industry throughout Great B ritain, has constituted  
a major sooia l and economic problem in  th is  country parti­
cularly during the la s t  ten years. The main focus has been 
on the South Wales coa lfie ld  and the literature on the sub­
ject has largely been related to experience in  that aYea.
In th is  th esis  an attempt has been made for the f ir s t  time 
to record the present situation  in  the Scottish  co a lfie ld .
The in vestigation  has been made during the la s t  four years 
and consists of a c r it ic a l  review of a l l  the cases (1315) 
ce r tif ied  under the Coal Mining Industry Pneumoconiosis 
(Compensation) Scheme, 1943, and the National Insurance (In- 
dustria l Injuries) A ct,1946, during the six  years 1944-1949.
As a general background to the analyses b rief reference 
i s  made to the geographical and geological features of the 
area. A short account i s  given of the accepted c l in ic a l ,  
radiographic and pathological appearances of the d isease, 
and these are further illu stra ted  by a series of representative 
exhibits contained in  an appendix. The development of the 
law and the existing  lega l provisions as to  the disposal of 
cases by the Pneumoconiosis Medical Panels i s  explained.
Data, derived from o ff ic ia l  records, are presented to
(1 0 5 )
s h e w  t h a t  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  -  s i m p l e  a n d  c o m p l i c a t e d  -  o c c u r s  
a m o n g  c o a l - m i n e r s  i n  S c o t l a n d .  T h e  d i s e a s e  h a s  b e e n  r e ­
c o g n i z e d  i n  a l l  t h e  c o n s t i t u e n t  c o a l f i e l d s  a n d  a l l  t h e  
c o l l i e r y  d i s t r i c t s  w i t h i n  t h e s e .  S i n c e  1 9 4 4  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  
c e r t i f i c a t i o n s  o n  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e  h a s  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  
i n c r e a s e d  n o t  o n l y  i n  t h e  S c o t t i s h  a r e a  a s  a  w h o l e  b u t  t h r o u g h ­
o u t  a l l  t h e  d i v i s i o n s .  E v i d e n c e  i s  a d d u c e d  t h a t  t h e r e  h a s  
b e e n  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  c a s e s  o f  t h e  " s i l i c o t i c ” t y p e  a n d  t h i s  i s  
c o n s i d e r e d  t o  i n d i c a t e  a  r e a l  i n c r e a s e ,  i n  t h e  a c t u a l  o c c u r r e n c e  
o f  t h e  d i s e a s e  ( a l l  f o r m s  o f  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s )  w i t h i n  r e c e n t  
t i m e s .  T h e  b r o a d e r  s c o p e  o f  r e c e n t  c o m p e n s a t i o n  l e g i s l a t i o n ,  
t h e  r e t i r a l  o f  o l d e r  a n d  u n f i t  w o r k m e n ,  t h e  c l o s u r e  o f  p i t s  
a n d  i n c r e a s e d  r a d i o l o g i c a l  f a c i l i t i e s  a r e  a l l  c o n s i d e r e d  t o  
h a v e  c o n t r i b u t e d  t o  t h e  p r o g r e s s i v e  i n c i d e n c e  o f  c e r t i f i c a t i o n s  
b e t v / e e n  t h e  y e a r s  1 9 4 4  a n d  1 9 4 9 .
I t  i s  n o t e d  t h a t  t h e  i n c r e a s e  i s  n o t  u n i f o r m  i n  t h e  
s e p a r a t e  c o a l f i e l d s  a n d  t h e  l o c a l  f a c t o r s  w h i c h  m a y  h a v e  i n ­
f l u e n c e d  t h e s e  d i f f e r e n c e s  a r e  d i s c u s s e d .  F r o m  a n  a n a l y s i s  
o f  c a s e s  w h i c h  c o u l d  r e a s o n a b l y  b e  a t t a c h e d  t o  i n d i v i d u a l  p i t s ,  
i t  i s  s u b m i t t e d  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  n o  r e l i a b l e  e v i d e n c e  w h i c h  w o u l d  
j u s t i f y  t h e  com m on a l l e g a t i o n  t h a t  c e r t a i n  p i t s  a r e  b a d .
T h e  m a i n  f a c t o r s  w h i c h  d e t e r m i n e  a  h i g h  c e r t i f i c a t i o n  r a t e  
i n  a n  a r e a  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d  t o  b e  l o c a l  u n d e r g r o u n d  c o n d i t i o n s  
s u c h  a s  d r y  w o r k i n g s ,  t h i n  s e a m s  a n d  f r e q u e n t  f a u l t i n g  w i t h
( 106)
i n t r u s i o n  o f  s t o n e  i n t o  t h e  p r o d u c t i o n  a r e a .
T h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  a g e  a n d  d e g r e e  o f  d i s a b i l i t y  
a r i s i n g  f r o m  t h e  d i s e a s e  h a s  b e e n  e x a m i n e d  a n d  i t  i s  c o n ­
c l u d e d  t h a t  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  d i s a b l e m e n t  a d v a n c e s  w i t h  a g e .  
C e r t i f i e d  c a s e s  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e  h a v e  s e l d o m  o c c u r r e d  u n d e r  
t h e  a g e  o f  4 0  y e a r s ,  w h i c h  i s  t h e  e q u i v a l e n t  o f  2 0  y e a r s ’ 
w o r k i n g .  I n  t h i s  m a t t e r  a g e  r e f l e c t s  f a i r l y  a c c u r a t e l y  
t h e  l e n g t h  o f  e x p o s u r e  i n  y e a r s  t o  t h e  d u s t  r i s k .  I t  i s  
f u r t h e r  s h e w n  t h a t  c o m p l i c a t e d  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s ,  a  m o r e  a d v a n c e d  
t y p e  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e  t h a n  s i m p l e  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s ,  i s  m o r e  com m on 
i n  t h e  o l d e r  a g e  g r o u p s  a n d  t h i s  f o r m  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e  i s  i n ­
v a r i a b l y  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  so m e  d e g r e e  o f  d i s a b i l i t y  a n d  i s  a t  
t h e  s a m e  t i m e  t h e  m o s t  com m on c a u s e  o f  t o t a l  i n c a p a c i t y  f o r  
w o r k .
T h e  p o s s i b l e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  o f  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  t o  t u b e r c u l o u s  
i n f e c t i o n  i s  d i s c u s s e d  a n d  i t  i s  r e v e a l e d  t h a t  t h e  c e r t i f i c a t i o n  
r a t e s  o f  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  i n  t h e  s e p a r a t e  c o a l f i e l d s  a r e  c lo s e L y  
r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  m o r t a l i t y  r a t e s  f r o m  t u b e r c u l o s i s  o f  t h e  l u n g s  
i n  t h e  s a m e  g e o g r a p h i c a l  a r e a s .  A s  t h i s  i s  t r u e  o f  c e r t i f i ­
c a t i o n  r a t e s  f o r  b o t h  f o r m s  o f  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s ,  s i m p l e  a n d  
c o m p l i c a t e d ,  i t  i s  s u b m i t t e d  t h a t  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n y  e t i o l o ­
g i c a l  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  a n d  t u b e r c u l o s i s ,  i t  
i s  a s  a  g e n e r a l  i n f l u e n c e  a n d  i s  n o t  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  c o m p l i c a t e d  
p n e u m o c o n i o s i s .
(107)
As a measure of the accuracy of the 1315 ce r tif ica tio n s , 
on which the study is  Based, reference i s  made to necropsy 
findings in  cases from the ser ies , who have since died, and 
to  the disposal after re-examination of cases in  vfoich a 
c e r tif ic a te  was orig in a lly  refused.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Pneumoconiosis i s  at present a serious risk  to health  
and to  the working capacity of coal-miners in  a l l  the main 
coa lfie ld s  in  Scotland. During the years 1944-49 there has 
Been a substantial progressive increase in  certifica tio n s  by 
reason of the disease.-'And more recent experience suggests that 
th is  upward trend has not yet been arrested.
RECOMMENDATION
The various factors which influence the occurrence and 
type of the disease are many and complex. Whether certain  
places underground are more dangerous than others, and whether 
men engaged in  certain operations are more seriously exposed 
than others, i s  not yet determined. The only causative agent 
which can, without fear of contradiction, be indicted i s  the 
dust. I t  may be that the quality of the dust i s  important 
but quantity i t s e l f  cannot be ignored. Again certain  in ­
dividuals by reason of th e ir  constitution  may be more susceptible 
than others. Until more precise sc ie n tif ic  knowledge about 
the cause of the disease i s  available the only reasonable
(108)
approach, to  prevention i s  an a ll-ou t and unremitting attack  
against a l l  dust in  a l l  coal-mines.
APPENDIX I
BLOOD PRESSURE IN RELATION TO PNEUMOCONIOSIS OF COAL-MTNERS
In th is th esis we have not been concerned to  examine 
c r it ic a lly  the c lin ic a l features of the disease. The blood 
pressure in  such cases, however, i s  a matter of frequent refer­
ence by authors and as readings were available in  1305 appli­
cants, i t  was considered that i t  might be of some value i f  only 
for reference purposes, to  include these in  an appendix.
The actual estimations were made by the auscultatory method 
using a mercury sphygmomanometer. The readings were made in  
the course of the c lin ic a l examination and always before any 
exercise tolerance te s t  had been carried out. In general the 
recorded reading i s  the mean of three observations made in  un­
interrupted succession. For uniformity the reading in  c e r t i­
fied  cases is  at date of f ir s t  ce r tif ica tio n  and in  consistently  
refused cases as at date of f ir s t  refusal. I t  w ill be apprec­
iated  that a l l  these medical examinations are related to  work­
men’ s compensation with the effect that a degree of attendant 
nervousness may have influenced the blood pressure temporarily.
The tabulation of the findings i s  sim ilar to that used in  
the M.R.C.South Wales Report,1942. The blood pressure readings 
are divided into arbitrary classes as follow s: Glass (a)
sy sto lic  under 160 m.m. of mercury with d ia sto lic  under 95 m.m. $ 
Class (b) sy sto lic  under 160 m.m. with d ia sto lic  95 to 99 m.m. 
or sy sto lic  160 to 169 m.m. with d ia sto lic  under 100 m.m.j
Glass (c) sy sto lic  180 m.m,* or aver, or d ia sto lic  100 m.m. 
or over or both. Class (a) i s  regarded as normal, and Classes 
(b) and (c) abnormal for comparison.
TABLE A
BLOOD PRESSURE ACCORDING TO DEFINED CLASSES
All Cases
Number Class (number) Class (per cent)
a b c b & c c
39 & under 27 19 3 5 29.6 18.5
40 -  49 288 239 13 36 17.0 12.5
50 - 64 796 521 68 207 34.5 27.0
65 & over 194 93 21 80 52.1 41.2
A ll ages 1305 872 105 328 33.2 25.1
TABLE B
39 & under
40 - 49 
50 -  64 
65 & over
All ages
TABLE C
Number
8
150
591
166
915
C ertifications  
~~ Class Class %
a H5 c 
5 1 2
126 9 15 
391 57 143 
80 20 6 
602 87 226
b & c c 
37.5 25.0 
16.0 10.0
33.8 24.3
51.8 39.8 
34.2 24.7
Number
19 
138 
205 
28 
390
Refusals 
Class Class 
’c b
%
a b c b "& "c c
14 2 3 26.3 16 .C
113 4 21 18.1 15.1
130 11 64 36.6 31.2
13 1 14 53.6 50.0
270 18102 30.9 26.2
Simple Pneumoconiosis Complicated Pneumoconiosis
Age Dumber Clasis No. Class % Number Clas •
S
'—t ,
CO U l a s s i r
a "¥ c b & c c a b c b & c c
39 & under 6 5 0 1 20.0 20.0 2 0 1 1 100.0 500
40 - 49 138 118 8 12 14.5 8.8 12 8 1 3 33.0 25.0
50 - 64 461 304 46 111 34.1 24.1 130 87 11 32 33.0 240
65 & over 105 50 13 42 52.4 40.0 61 30 7 24 50.8 393
All ages 710 477 67 166 32.8 23.4 205 125 20 60 39.0 29J5
With the exception of the 39 and under age group in  which 
the numbers are small i t  i s  evident that there i s  a progressive 
increase in  the percentage of abnormal readings with advancing
age and that th is  trend and the percentages are p ractica lly  the
same in  a l l  categories - complicated pneumconiosis, simple 
pneumoconiosis and refusals.
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Again, excluding age group 39 and under, the picture in  
regard to  the mean blood pressures is  similar to that seen 
in  connection with the percentage of abnormal readings.
As in  the South Wales findings there is  no material 
difference either in  the mean blood pressure readings or in  
the percentage of abnormal classes in  the d ifferent X-ray 
categories. I t  i s  true that i f  taken over a l l  ages the read­
ings in  the above analysis both as regards the mean blood 
pressures and the percentage of abnormals are higher than 
those recorded in  the South Wales Survey. However, i t  Is 
important to note that 43.0 per cent of the men examined inX. «•»
South Wales were below 40 years of age as against only 2.1 
per cent in Scotland while the corresponding figures for men 
over 65 years were Scotland 14.5 and South Wales 0.9 per cent.
No s tr ic t ly  comparable normal group of sim ilar age, 
occupational type or soc ia l class could be found for comparison, 
but McKinlay and Walker (1935) carried out a series of exam­
inations on presumably healthy unemployed men with a view to  
estimating their su ita b ility  for admission to a course of train­
ing for heavy manual labour. The ages of the men ranged from 
18 to  40 years of age. The 30-40 age group numbering 45 showed 
a mean sy sto lic  pressure of 132.7 m.m. of mercury and a mean 
d ia sto lic  pressure of 85.7 m.m. In the 40-49 age group of 
th is  present study numbering 288 men the corresponding figures
are 135.2 m.m. and 88.0 m.m. of mercury respectively.
From the above facts i t  seems reasonable to conclude 
that there i s  no evidence to suggest that coal-miners1 
pneumoconiosis is  necessarily  accompanied by an increase of 
blood pressure.
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( I l l u s t r a t i o n s )
I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  a  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  s e r i e s  o f  X - r a y  f i l m s ,  
l a r g e  t i s s u e  s e c t i o n s  o f  l u n g s ,  a n d  p h o t o - m i c r o g r a p h s  a r e  
p r e s e n t e d  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  r a d i o l o g i c a l  a n d  p a t h o l o g i c a l  
a p p e a r a n c e s  o f  c o a l - m i n e r s ! p n e u m o c o n i o s i s  a s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  
C h a p t e r  Y I .
1* N o r m a l*
2 .  S i m p l e  P n e u m o c o n i o s i s  ( d u s t - r e t i c u l a t i o n )  -  f i n e  t y p e .
3 .  S i m p l e  P n e u m o c o n i o s i s  ( d u s t - r e t i c u l a t i o n )  -  c o a r s  e t y p e .
4 .  S i m p l e  P n e u m o c o n i o s i s  ( s i l i c o s i s )  -  n o d u l a r  t y p e .
5 .  C o m p l i c a t e d  P n e u m o c o n i o s i s  ( m a s s i v e  f i b r o s i s ) .
6 .  C o m p l i c a t e d  P n e u m o c o n i o s i s  ( m a s s i v e  f i b r o s i s ) .
7 .  P n e u m o c o n i o s i s  a c c o m p a n i e d  b y  T u b e r c u l o s i s .
T h e  e x h i b i t s  i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  h a v e  b e e n  s e l e c t e d  a s  f a r  a s  
p o s s i b l e  f r o m  c a s e s  i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e  s e r i e s  w h i c h  h a s  b e e n  t h e  
s u b j e c t  o f  s t u d y .  T h i s  b e i n g  s o  t h e y  d o  n o t  a l w a y s  r e p r e s e n t  
t h e  b e s t  p o s s i b l e  i l l u s t r a t i o n s ,  b u t  t h e y  a r e  s u f f i c i e n t l y  g o o d  
t o  d e m o n s t r a t e  t h e  e s s e n t i a l  f e a t u r e s  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e .  I n  so m e  
i n s t a n c e s  i t  h a s  b e e n  n e c e s s a r y  t o  s e l e c t  p a t h o l o g i c a l  e x h i b i t s  
f r o m  my g e n e r a l  c o l l e c t i o n  a s  t h e s e  m o r e  a p p r o p r i a t e l y  r e p r e s e n t
the condition which i t  is  desired to i l lu s tr a te . The source 
of each exhibit is  clearly  shewn in the explanatory notes pre­
ceding each category.
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NORMAL
No history of occupational dust hazard.
1. X-ray film : adult male.
2. Large tissu e  section of lung (actual): adult male.
3. Photo-micrograph: normal lung tissu e .
(The magnification in  th is  and a l l  subsequent 
photo-micrographs i s  120)
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SIMPLE PMU10C0NI0SIS
(Dust reticu lation : fine type)
C ertified case from series: actual exhibits*
1946s Aged 53 years. Lanarkshire (A3)*
Coal-miner 34 years -  hewer, stripper and machine- 
man.
C ertificate of to ta l disablement*
1950> Died aged 57 years.
Simple pneumoconiosis and acute broncho-pneumonia.
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COMPLICATED HSI310GQKE0SIS 
(massive fib ro sis)
C ertified  case from series: actual exh ib its.
1947 Aged 62 years* Lanarkshire (A2).
Coal-miner 47 years -  hewer and stripper* 
C ertificate of to ta l  disablement*
1950 Died aged 65 years.
Complicated pneumoconiosis (massive f ib r o s is ) .



COMPLICATED PMI3MOCONIOSIS
(massive fib ro sis)
C ertified  case under Various Industries (S il ic o s is )  
Scheme, Actual exh ib its.
1947 Aged 65 years. Lanarkshire (a2).
Coal-miner 44 years -  mainly brusher.
C ertifica te  of to ta l disablement.
1950 Died aged 67 years.
Complicated pneumoconiosis, bronchiectasis and 
emphysema.
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